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This paper examines the design of telecommunications legislation in countries with transitional and developing economies engaged in liberalizing and privatizing their telecommunications sectors. While recognizing the cliché that this sector is evolving at a dizzying velocity, the authors intended not to address every issue or eventuality of sector development. Rather, the purpose of this paper is to provide a framework for debate on a policy level about a myriad of choices facing policy makers and legislators, taking into account the rate of change in one of the world’s most dynamic sectors. This paper is also a synthesis of international best practice from the developed world, the developing world, from countries with common law legal traditions as well as civil law, and others. It is retrospective (taking advantage of lessons learned, both positive and negative) and forward looking. It does not purport to be a model law and is not intended to be used as one, but as a device for decision makers to identify issues raised by the particular circumstances posed by their markets and to craft solutions to those needs.
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS LEGISLATION IN TRANSITIONAL AND DEVELOPING ECONOMIES

Introduction

This paper examines the design of telecommunications legislation in countries with transitional and developing economies ("TDCs") engaged in liberalizing and privatizing their telecommunications sectors. The outlook of this paper is at once historical (insofar as it attempts to synthesize good practice) and prospective (insofar as it is intended to be used as a tool for legislative drafting).

The World Bank has been involved in telecommunications liberalization and privatization in a wide range of TDCs and has thereby acquired considerable experience in advising on the design of telecommunications legislation in sometimes very different legal and market environments.

An effective legal and regulatory framework is essential in order to attract private investment into the telecommunications sector of most TDCs and to ensure that the TDC has the best chance of achieving the benefits for the country as a whole that flow from a competitive telecommunications sector. This is particularly so where, as is currently the case, potential investors have a wide range of telecommunications opportunities to choose from world-wide, in non-TDCs as well as in TDCs.

Essentially, an investor-friendly legal and regulatory framework can provide a TDC with "money for nothing", encouraging investors to pay a premium for legal and regulatory certainty and security. In the absence of such a framework, investors are likely to discount, sometimes heavily, for legal and regulatory risk.

The main purpose of this paper is to highlight some of the issues which policy makers and legislators in TDCs may wish to bear in mind, as just one of many inputs, when preparing an effective legislative framework for telecommunications privatization and liberalization.

A clear understanding of the policy direction to be undertaken in the telecommunications sector in the TDC is essential¹. This policy will preferably be published, or at least publicly available. In a very real sense, the organic telecommunications law of any country is merely a reflection of the government’s policy in the sector. In too many cases, the temptation will be to avoid what may be difficult policy decisions and go straight to the preparation of a national law. This type of policy reverse-engineering will invariably be unsuccessful and may also result in incoherent or weak legislation that fails to provide certainty to investors.

Accordingly, this discussion, and the FTL, are based as the assumption that a clear sectoral policy has been articulated and is to be reflected in a new law. It is for this reason that it is hoped that the FTL can be used as tool or device in the policy debate and that neither the FTL be used or other legislation be adopted in a policy vacuum.

**Structure of this paper**

This paper has three components. The first section outlines the scope and underlying principles of telecommunications legislation; the second section outlines the regulatory imperatives of telecommunications legislation and a third component, which is an annex containing framework telecommunications legislation.

Section I examines a number of key issues concerning the appropriate scope and coverage of telecommunications legislation in TDCs and the interface between a TDC’s telecommunications law and other legislation with a direct or indirect impact on the telecommunications sector.

Section II examines the functions and certain design options of the telecommunications regulatory body ("TRB") in TDCs and the way in which decisions concerning the design of the TRB can be reflected in a TDC’s telecommunications law. One particular issue examined in Section II is the option, increasingly under consideration by TDCs, of establishing a MSR responsible not just for telecommunications but also for other utility sectors.

The Annex contains a framework for examining primary telecommunications legislation ("FTL") in a TDC: a text designed to reflect, in more or less legislative format, the points made in Sections I and II with an article-by-article commentary.
CAVEAT:

The FTL, together with the other commentary contained in this paper, is not intended to be legislation, but rather to be a guide to legislative drafting. In that sense, the FTL is intended to be a device to generate discussion about issues affecting the telecommunications legal and regulatory environments of TDCs as they move towards a modern competitive activity in the sector.

In critically reviewing the FTL, users must bear in mind that:

- It is not tailored to the specific circumstances of any particular market, although it does draw upon the experience in a wide range of TDC and non-TDC countries
- It is not specifically tailored to either the common law or civil law system, although it does reflect aspects of both
- It addresses some issues which, according to some TDCs' legal tradition, would more naturally be dealt with in secondary legislation, licenses or non-telecommunications primary legislation - and vice versa
- It does not take account of the fact that certain TDCs are subject to special international treaty obligations

For these reasons, the FTL should not be regarded or used by any TDC as a template or model for its telecommunications law but as a reference tool - one of many - for legislators and policy makers to use in forging specific responses to the particular dynamics raised while embarking on the liberalization and privatization of their telecommunications sector.

---

2 For example, the obligation incumbent on a number of Central and Eastern European countries to align their telecommunications legislation with that of the European Union.

3 An example is the “Model Telecommunications Bill”, version 18 June 1998, of the Southern Africa Development Community (SADC).
I. SCOPE OF TDC TELECOMMUNICATIONS LEGISLATION

This section provides a brief overview of the fundamental underlying tenets and scope of the telecommunications legislation in countries with transitional or developing economies ("TDCs") with the exception of general regulatory functions which, because of their central importance to the FTL, are handled separately in Section II. This section also briefly examines the relationship between a TDC's general telecommunications law and other legislation with a direct or indirect impact on the telecommunications sector.

A. Trends and issues

The scope of a modern, flexible telecommunications law requires that it be responsive to current global trends in the sector in such a way that enables the TDC to position itself on a competitive footing vis-à-vis other telecommunications markets. Following is a summary of key trends that have been taken into account as background for the FTL.

1. Privatization and liberalization trends

In most TDCs, telecommunications services have traditionally been provided, along with postal services, on a monopoly basis, by a state-owned PTT, operating under a government department or ministry. The clear trend among TDCs is to move away from this traditional position towards privatization and liberalization of their telecommunications sectors. This trend is set to accelerate following the recent WTO Agreement on the liberalization of basic telecommunications services⁴. This paper addresses certain sustainable legal and regulatory responses to managing the transition from a monopoly to a competitive environment with private sector participation.

a. Private sector participation. Participation by the private sector in the formerly state-dominated telecommunications sector can come in a variety of forms. For example, licensing private operators, opening the incumbent to private ownership or management or both. In this paper, privatization is used generally to refer to the opening of the share capital of the incumbent state-owned operator to ownership by private parties (through a share sale to a strategic partner or flotation of shares), or through permitting private parties to manage the incumbent (through a management contract).

Privatization also implies a separation of the former PTT. The trend in many TDCs is to separate out the postal and telecommunications activities of the state-owned PTT, with, say, the telecommunications activities being transferred into a newly formed joint-stock

---

⁴ The WTO is discussed in more detail in § I.A.2., below.
company\textsuperscript{5}, the postal activities being transferred to a statutory corporation\textsuperscript{6} and the regulatory activities of the PTT being transferred to a new regulatory body.\textsuperscript{7}

Initially, the State will own 100\% of the shares in the telecoms joint-stock company but will then often “privatize” by selling a stake to a “strategic investor”. The stake may be a majority stake, or a minority stake accompanied by a degree of management control. Some TDCs may also dispose of a tranche of shares through an initial public offering.

\textbf{b. Liberalization.} In terms of liberalization, the broad trend in many TDCs is to leave the incumbent operator with a monopoly over “basic” services (e.g., voice telephony between fixed points, telex, telegraph), or international long distance services, and the corresponding network infrastructure, for an initial exclusivity period of, say, three, five or seven years. This extended monopoly period is intended to enable the incumbent to make necessary structural adjustments prior to the introduction of competition (such as tariff rebalancing, debt and labour force restructuring) – and such extension should be strictly limited to the time necessary to undertake those adjustments.

Most other market segments (e.g., terminal equipment, mobile data and value added networks and services) will be opened up to competition immediately, although limits will typically be placed on the number of mobile cellular licenses issued due to radio spectrum constraints.

In a few TDCs,\textsuperscript{8} a more radical approach has been taken to the liberalization of “basic” services where licenses for a second network operator have been awarded prior to, or at the same time as, selling a strategic stake in the incumbent operator, leaving the latter with no exclusivity period.

\textbf{2. WTO Agreement}

In February 1997, 68 countries plus the EU submitted their commitments to market access in the telecommunications sector under the framework of the General Agreement on Trade in Services, which has become known as the WTO Telecoms Agreement.\textsuperscript{9} The

\textsuperscript{5} Rather than transfer the PTT’s telecommunications activities directly into a joint-stock company governed by ordinary company law, some TDCs decide, as an initial step, to transfer the telecommunications activities into a statutory corporation established under special legislation which can serve as the legal basis for reserving to the State certain rights which may not be available under ordinary company law, and also confer special privileges on the statutory corporation (e.g., exemptions from taxation and from legal liability for deficient performance).

\textsuperscript{6} Increasingly, however, the same liberalization and privatization strategies applied to the telecommunications sector are being applied to the postal sector. See § I.G., below

\textsuperscript{7} There may be a potentially adverse effect on the independence of the new TRB by transferring into it “lock, stock and barrel” personnel who previously worked in the PTT. See § II.F, below, for a discussion generally on the independence of the regulatory function.

\textsuperscript{8} Ghana and Uganda are examples.

cornerstone of the WTO Telecommunications Agreement is the Reference Paper\textsuperscript{10} which provides a framework for regulatory reform. The WTO Telecommunications Agreement is a multilateral common ground for the opening up of trade in telecommunications services. Implementing the regulatory principles of the Reference Paper in national telecommunications legislation is a signal to the global telecommunications investment community that a country is "open for business" on terms which will generate confidence in investors.\textsuperscript{11} Treatment of the WTO Telecommunications Agreement is beyond the scope of this paper. However, the regulatory principles discussed in this paper reflect the Reference Paper and one of the theories underpinning the FTL is implementation in national legislation of those principles.

3. \textit{Technological velocity and the focus on services}

The focus in this paper and the FTL is on telecommunications \textit{services}, not networks or the underlying technology over which those services are being provided. The industry lessons of the last years have taught that technological developments occur at a velocity heretofore unknown, rendering "traditional" distinctions based on technology increasingly irrelevant. The discussion and the general framework of the FTL is intended to be technology neutral. Even the distinction of the treatment of wireless telecommunications is made on the basis of wireless services, not a particular wireless technology. For example, the reality of today's world makes it almost impossible to speak of the telecommunications network consisting of only one type of technology. Operators offering "basic services" deploy a variety of technology – copper wire, fiber optics and wireless. And those operators are choosing which technology to deploy increasingly on economic and commercially efficient bases.

Accordingly, licensing of "networks" is avoided in favour of licensing of "services". Operators in a competitive environment will be increasingly motivated by commercial efficiency in the investment and deployment of their infrastructure. A technology-neutral telecommunications law will also provide flexibility for the introduction of new services using new technologies as they become available, without constraining the regulatory function. The same could be said of "converging" services. Notions of granting exclusivity over infrastructure are anathema in this new environment, yet enabling incumbent state-owned operators to cling to exclusivity over infrastructure will surely have a dampening effect on sector growth because it fails to allow, much less encourage, economically efficient investment in the best infrastructure over which to deploy a service. Finally, a focus on services that encourages efficient investment is consistent with and fosters the offering of cost-based services; an essential element for a truly competitive environment.

\textsuperscript{10} 36 I.L.M. 35-1 (1997). The GATS, the Reference Paper, individual commitments of countries and related instruments are available on-line at \url{www.wto.org}.

\textsuperscript{11} As one author so aptly put it, participating in the WTO is a "competitive differentiator among developing nations". See, Shears, Matthew, "Int'l Liberalization: The WTO and Implications for EU Markets and Regulation", \textit{Int'l Bus. Lawyer}, at 299, July/August 1997.
4. **Licensing**

In the ‘old’ regime, licensing or authorizing an operator to provide service or install a network was a discretionary act, and lack of a clear licensing regime either prevented operators from entering markets or increased the risk factor of their investments. The FTL has been prepared to reflect a growing trend in the sector to divide licensing into three basic categories—individual licenses, class licenses and services for which no license is necessary. “Individual” licenses are licenses that are individually applied for, or won pursuant to a competitive process. Even in a transparent regulatory environment, individual licenses may be necessary. Tenders, however, would have to be fair, objective and transparent; and criteria for license grants applied in an objective and non-discriminatory manner. “Class” or “general” licenses are licenses that are available to any qualified operator applying to the TRB for authorization, or that apply to any entity falling within their terms. Here, the TRB would prepare and publish criteria which prospective operators would have to meet, and would also prepare a standard form of operating license under which qualified applicants would have to operate. There may be other services for which no license would be necessary, but in which the TRB may have an interest in knowing who is actively participating. From a policy perspective, how the government of a TDC decides which services fall into which category will differ from country to country and should take into account specific local circumstances.

In addition to the process by which licenses are awarded, license terms must be fair, open and transparent with the objective of creating among operators of equivalent services a level playing field to ensure fair competition from which consumers will benefit and the sector can grow. Licenses are either published or publicly available.

5. **Growth of wireless services**

a. **Frequency allocation and licensing**

Use of radio technologies to provide telecommunications service in TDCs, often to previously inaccessible areas, is assuming increasing importance, due to the emergence of new wireless local loop and other technologies.

Although the approach taken in some TDCs is to address the regulation of radio spectrum in a special radio law separate from the general telecommunications law (and separate from the general broadcasting law), others recognize the convenience and economies of scale derived from having one, integrated regulatory function in the telecommunications sector. By the same token, many TDCs have decided to establish a regulator separate

---

12 Generally speaking such licenses are for services where either there is a scarce resource involved (i.e. cellular) or when the state has an interest in ensuring that the service is provided (i.e., “basic” services or universal service).

13 For example ISPs, may be subject to no licensing obligations, but rather may be subject to a regime where they must submit a declaration that they are providing such services.
from both the TRB and the broadcasting regulator. The separate radio regulator may comprise representatives from all the Ministries\textsuperscript{14} using radio spectrum in the TDC.

Because frequency management\textsuperscript{15} historically involved a variety of governmental players over a range of activities and a scarce resource, it has an undeniable political dimension. The aim here is to separate out the political dimension and isolate the regulatory aspects. The government of a TDC will have an interest in ensuring, from a policy perspective, that radio frequency is fairly allocated among different users and in accordance with international standards. Once allocated to the telecommunications sector, use of that frequency will have certain regulatory aspects, including licensing and monitoring. Again, the government may have an interest in restricting use of frequency, even in the telecommunications sector, but increasingly, however, as markets are liberalized, these restrictions are being relaxed because the reasons for the restrictions are now addressed through strict regulatory devices, such as license conditions and penalties for improper use.

The overall construction of the radio frequency regime, as reflected in the FTL is as follows: the Ministry retains overall policy discretion over frequency in the telecommunications sector, and, probably in conjunction with an inter-ministerial committee, decides how frequency is allocated among sectors. The TRB assigns or licenses frequency-based services in the telecommunications sector. It is recognized that in some legal systems the TRB may not have constitutional authority to execute licenses. In those circumstances it is recommended that license tenders (for individual licenses\textsuperscript{16}) be conducted by the TRB (who then makes recommendations to the Minister for ratification), and that conditions for general licenses for frequency-based services\textsuperscript{17} be determined by the TRB. The TRB also monitors frequency use in the telecommunications sector and could type-approve terminal adoption equipment used in the sector. A key component of its frequency licensing responsibility would be able to ensure fair assignment of frequency blocs among operators of equivalent services.

In terms of licensing, a “one-stop shopping” mechanism is recommended to boost investor certainty. This means that the license to operate the frequency-based service should be the same as the authorization to use the frequency to provide the service. A cellular operator should not have to go to one governmental entity to obtain permission to offer a service and another to obtain the authorization to use the frequency necessary to do so.

\textsuperscript{14} Ministries with an interest in radio spectrum include ministries responsible for defense, civil aviation and public safety/emergency services.

\textsuperscript{15} Frequency Management can encompass the allocation of the frequency band among different uses (such as civil aviation, military, telecommunications, broadcast, civilian and other uses), the licensing of frequencies within the telecommunications sector, control of use of frequencies and other technical monitoring matters.

\textsuperscript{16} See, §I.A.4 for a discussion of the differences between individual and class or general licenses; and Article 14, FTL.

\textsuperscript{17} Certain services, such as paging, could appear to be suitable for class licenses even though using “scarce” frequency.
Regardless of whether radio frequency matters are dealt with in the general telecommunications law or separately, the following highlight some reasons for its special treatment.

- a number of different State entities have radio spectrum needs (e.g., army, police, emergency services, air and sea transport)
- a surplus amount of radio spectrum may have been allocated to, say, the military and may need to be retrieved for the purposes of liberalization by a regulator possessing broad political support, thus requiring inter-ministerial agreement on allocation
- regulation of radio spectrum raises a number of specific regulatory issues (e.g., controlling harmful interference and overlapping spectrum coverage at national boundaries conformity to international frequency allocations) the same is true whether spectrum is being used for telecommunications or for broadcasting purposes, for example
- regulation of radio spectrum may require special powers (e.g., robust search and seizure rules for interference-causing radio equipment) which do not depend upon whether the spectrum is being used for telecommunications or for broadcasting purposes.

b. Coordination of radio regulations

The preference which underlies the FTL is for including in the telecommunications law regulation over frequency allocated to the telecommunications sector. However, if separate “radio” regulation is required in a TDC, it is essential to provide for close coordination between the telecommunications regulatory function and the regulatory functions of other “radio” regulators.

Where a TDC has not established such close coordination, investors requiring both a telecommunications license and a radio license can experience a number of problems, including the following:

- speedy issuance of one license but delays in the issuance of the other license
- issuance by the TRB of a telecommunications license but refusal by the radio regulator of a radio license
- differences in the key provisions in the telecommunications license compared with the radio license (e.g., investor-friendly revocation provisions in the telecommunications license but investor-hostile revocation provisions in the radio license).
These types of problems are more acute where, as in the case of a cable TV operator providing both broadcasting and telecommunications services, a broadcasting license may be required in addition to a telecommunications and radio license.

c. Mechanisms to enhance investor confidence

When preparing telecommunications and broadcasting legislation, a TDC can reduce the adverse impact on investors of these types of problems by providing for:

- a "one-stop shop" approach whereby an operator who requires, say, a telecommunications, radio and broadcasting license can deal with just one of the three regulators involved and rely upon that regulator to liaise with the others to ensure that the applications for all three licenses are processed in a timely fashion
- the key terms (e.g., duration, revocation, modification, renewal) of all the licenses to be harmonized and mutually consistent so that an investor does not have to run the risk for example of being protected from revocation of his telecommunications license while having very little protection against having his radio license revoked.

6. Other scarce resources

Spectrum is not the only "scarce" resource affecting the operations competing providers of telecommunications services. Others addressed in the FTL include numbering and infrastructure sharing.

a. Numbers

Numbers are an important part of operating a telecommunications business. Regulation of a number plan is probably best left to an impartial party like the TRB. First, numbers are increasingly becoming identified with particular operators. As new entrants come into the market place in a liberalized environment, one of their operational issues will be managing the numbers of their subscribers. Each operator should be assigned sufficient blocs of numbers to run its business. Number bloc(s) should be assigned to operators on a fair basis and non-discriminatory basis. The incumbent should not get all the "good" number blocs while its competitor, even though assigned the same quantity of numbers as the incumbent, does not have the same size number blocs, for example. This would result in a kind of competitive disadvantage suffered by the new entrant.

b. Infrastructure sharing

Sharing infrastructure is not necessarily the same as interconnection, but it is just as important for the orderly opening up of a telecommunications market. Where possible, operators should share ducts, towers, poles and other infrastructure elements of their networks. As wireless technologies are increasingly deployed, one can image the proliferation of towers that would occur if operators were not encouraged to share their infrastructure. This incentive towards environmental responsibility and market efficiency is balanced against the interest of operators to have their networks or the provision of

\[\text{See, § I.E., below, for more on broadcasting.}\]
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their services free from interference. It is also recognized that the requirement to share infrastructure must not be abused by those requesting sharing. Indeed, from the point of view of legal mechanism, the regime established for infrastructure sharing established under article 28 of the FTL is nearly identical to that for interconnection under article 25 of the FTL.

7. **Interconnection**

Perhaps the single most contentious regulatory issue is interconnection. Fair interconnection terms are essential for operators to be competitive in a liberalized marketplace. Interconnection consists of technical, physical and financial components. Increasingly the fees that operators charge each other for interconnection are becoming cost-based. It may be necessary in the early stages of liberalization to phase in such cost-based charges, as it is likely that the incumbent will not be able to determine its costs. The role of regulation in interconnection as reflected in the FTL is to set forth some basic principles about interconnection and then to empower the regulatory function with the ability to enforce those principles. Publication, or public access to written interconnection agreements is an important step towards establishing the necessary transparency. Also, clear procedures for requesting interconnection and handling disputes about it should be enshrined in the FTL.

8. **Cost-based charging and the prohibition against cross-subsidies**

The approach taken in the FTL favors cost-based charges and discourages cross-subsidization of services. It is recognized that many TDCs are by definition in transition—a transition that often involves moving from a position where the cost of providing telecommunications services was not reflected in the charges for those services. This meant that income derived from lucrative services (such as international services) could be used to support those that were less remunerative. However, as the transition to a liberalized environment occurs and new entrants emerge, they would suffer a competitive disadvantage vis-à-vis the incumbent if the incumbent were allowed to continue to subsidize its operations, thus dampening investment enthusiasm. Therefore, the TRB will have an important function in the early stages of reform to ensure that tariffs charged are not excessive, or at least do not distort competition. This can be accomplished by publishing tariffs and the TRB ensuring that stringent tariff provisions exist in operating licenses. In the licensing regime it is also important to create a level playing field among operators of same-services through ensuring such operators have nearly identical license terms and conditions.

In order for this legal mechanism to work, breach of tariff provisions must carry with it a penalty. As the market develops, the incumbent will have developed its accounting procedures and methodologies and cost-based accounting for charges can occur.

It is also recognized that determining costs can be difficult, involving determinations of short-term and long-term cost, etc. How each TDC will determine the bases of cost will naturally vary according to local accounting practices. Consequently, little in the way of detail in this regard is included in the FTL.
B. Competition concerns

1. Type of anti-competitive conduct

However well-conceived a TDC’s privatization and liberalization strategy might be in the telecommunications sector, it is unlikely fully to succeed unless accompanied by strong controls on anti-competitive conduct. Many TDCs, however, ignore, or accord a low priority to, the competition law aspects of telecommunications liberalization and privatization.

A newly liberalizing and privatizing telecommunications sector in a TDC will be subject to a number of different types of anti-competitive conduct, in particular:

- abuses of dominant position
- anti-competitive agreements
- anti-competitive changes in market structure.

The incumbent operator (and any strategic investor in the incumbent) will often have much to gain from weak anti-competitive controls. However, new entrants into liberalized segments of the market (e.g., a second network operator, cellular operators, value-added service providers) will regard effective controls on anti-competitive conduct as essential and will often be deterred from entering the market unless such controls are in place.

Moreover, if there is not a competition law of general application, the importance of including provisions for fair competition in the telecommunications law is magnified. Even if a law of general application exists, the telecommunications law should address fair competition between operators on certain key technical matters, such as interconnection, frequency allocation and numbering plan, as well as a general prohibition against cross-subsidies among different licensed services provided by the same operator. Where a competition law also exists, close coordination between the TRB and the general competition regulator will be necessary in relation to fair competition over certain technical matters raised in the telecommunications law.

2. Abuses of dominance

Typically, the incumbent operator in a TDC may enjoy enormous market power which will increase, following privatization, with the injection of the know-how and capital of a strategic investor.

The incumbent will generally enjoy a legal monopoly over “basic” services and, possibly, corresponding network infrastructure for an initial period (e.g., 3, 5 or 7 years). Even after “basic” services are liberalized, it may enjoy a de facto monopoly for some time to come.
The incumbent is also likely to have substantial existing operations, and therefore a “head start” in areas that are subject to immediate liberalization such as the manufacture and supply of terminal equipment, data and value added services.

In these circumstances the potential for abuses by the incumbent operator of its dominance are legion and can include:

- **cross subsidies** - using the revenues from its monopoly activities (e.g., voice telephony services) to cross-subsidize those of its activities which are subject to competition (e.g., equipment manufacture, value-added services. Internet service provision)

- **predatory pricing** - pricing below cost in newly liberalized areas so as to eliminate or deter new operators or service providers from entering the market, only to raise its prices later so as to recover the losses sustained as a result of the predatory prices

- **discrimination** - discriminating between similarly placed customers (e.g., discriminating against one customer because it is also a competitor) or discriminating in favour of its own liberalized activities

- **monopoly premiums** - pricing its monopoly services (e.g., voice telephony, interconnection or leased line services) at excessive levels

- **tying arrangements** - tying the provision of a monopoly service (e.g., voice telephony service) to the purchase by a customer of a liberalized service or product (e.g., terminal equipment or a value added service).

The controls on abuse of dominance need, however, to be sensitive to a number of specific features of a newly liberalizing telecommunications sector in a TDC. For example, the controls on anti-competitive cross-subsidies will need to take into account the traditional cross-subsidies between international/long distance services and local services, which will reduce as the incumbent operator gradually re-balances its tariffs.

**3. Anti-competitive agreements**

A threshold point to bear in mind when a TDC designs appropriate controls on anti-competitive conduct is the link between abuse of dominant position and anti-competitive agreements. One of the ways in which the incumbent operator in a TDC can use its dominance is to impose anti-competitive contractual conditions (e.g., tie-ins, exclusivity) on the parties with which it contracts, whether these are other operators, service providers, equipment suppliers or retail subscribers.

Other types of anti-competitive agreements which a TDC may wish to control include:

- **preferential treatment** - joint ventures between the incumbent operator and a private operator for the provision of liberalized services whereby the incumbent provides the joint venture company with preferential treatment in terms, for
example, of access to leased lines, shared use of the incumbent's facilities and customer information derived from the monopoly services of the incumbent

- **price fixing** - price fixing, or otherwise collusive, agreements in segments of the market where there is **limited** competition (e.g., between, say, cellular operators limited in number due to scarcity of radio spectrum, or between the incumbent operator and a second network operator in countries limited license numbers such as Ghana or Uganda)

- **exclusive arrangements** - exclusivity agreements between the strategic investor in the incumbent operator and the incumbent itself (e.g., for the exclusive supply by the strategic investor of network equipment to the incumbent, or for the exclusive routing of the incumbent operator's international traffic through the strategic investor's hub in, say, Western Europe).

4. **Anti-competitive structural changes**

In the early stages of liberalization and privatization in a TDC, one of the key concerns is to prevent undue concentration of market power. Various types of controls are deployed to this end, including:

- outright divestiture (e.g., separating the international/long distance operations of the incumbent operator from its local operations into two separate, independently controlled entities)

- corporate separation (e.g., requiring the incumbent operator to transfer its equipment manufacture operations into a separate subsidiary)

- controls on anti-competitive mergers, acquisitions and concentrative joint ventures, requiring notification and clearance of potentially anti-competitive transactions by the TRB and/or competition regulator

- line of business restrictions (e.g., precluding the incumbent operator from applying for a cellular license)

- cross ownership controls (e.g., precluding the incumbent operator from acquiring a majority, or even a minority stake, in the second network operator).

5. **Interface between competition and telecommunications legislation**

The FTL has been prepared on the assumption that investor confidence is significantly enhanced where a TDC has decided to put **general** competition legislation applicable to all sectors (including telecommunications) in place prior to, or at the same time as, launching a telecommunications privatization and liberalization program.

If a TDC has a competition law of general application in place in parallel with a telecommunications law, then a number of substantive and procedural questions arise concerning the interface between the general competition law and the telecommunications law. In particular, which anti-competitive practices should be
regulated under general competition law by a general competition regulator and which by
the TRB under the telecommunications law.

The FTL addresses this interface on the basis that:

- the general competition law should apply widely to all types of anti-competitive
  conduct in the telecommunications sector that are not telecommunications-specific

- the telecommunications law should provide for the inclusion in licenses issued
  under the telecommunications law of controls on telecommunications-specific anti-
  competitive conduct

- the telecommunications law should also provide preventative controls on
telecommunications-specific anti-competitive conduct (i.e. controls designed to
prevent particular anti-competitive conduct from occurring, rather than just
attacking it once it occurs)

- in relation to such telecommunications-specific anti-competitive conduct, the TRB
  should enjoy the same type of robust information-gathering powers and sanctions,
as should, ideally, be conferred on the competition regulator under a TDC’s general
  competition law

- the TRB and the general competition regulator should liaise closely in relation to the
  application of their respective powers to control anti-competitive conduct.

6. **Transitional measures where there is no general competition law**

In practice, however, in many TDCs a telecommunications law will be adopted and a
privatization and liberalization program launched without addressing the need to
introduce general competition legislation to prevent many of the anti-competitive
activities referred to above.

Where a TDC has indeed gone ahead with telecommunications privatization and
liberalization without putting a general competition law in place, appropriate transitional
measures (pending adoption of the general competition law) may need to be taken as a
substitute for the controls which would have appeared in the general competition
legislation.

---

19 A TDC might, for example, take the view that the following categories of conduct would best be controlled by the
TRB rather than by the general anti-trust regulator: (i) areas where “preventative” controls on anti-competitive
conduct are necessary – see, footnote 17 below; (ii) “bottleneck” facilities, which may or may not be regulated
under the general anti-trust rules (e.g., numbers, radio spectrum, infrastructure-sharing and property rights, control
of space segment due to signatory status under international satellite agreements); and (iii) types of anti-
competitive activity specific to the telecommunications sector (e.g., tying monopoly and value added services,
exclusivity in international agreements).

20 For example, preventative control over the incumbent operator abusing its dominant position by imposing anti-
competitive contract terms on its subscribers by requiring the incumbent to obtain the approval of the Commission
to the standard terms of its subscriber contract. Or, preventing excessive pricing of monopoly services through the
imposition of price or tariff controls.
This may also require the inclusion in licenses of more substantive and procedural controls on anti-competitive conduct than would otherwise have been the case, and the conferral on the TRB, pending creation of a general competition regulator, of greater substantive and procedural powers over anti-competitive practices in the telecommunications sector than would otherwise have been necessary.

C. Real property law

1. Importance of real property rights

New entrants to a liberalized telecommunications sector in a TDC will require certain property rights in order to construct, maintain and operate their networks. They will need reassurance that they will enjoy real property rights which are adequate - both substantially and procedurally - to meet their build-out and service obligations under their licenses.

New entrants will also need reassurance that whatever property rights they are to have will be equivalent to those enjoyed by the incumbent operator. Indeed, in certain cases, they will expect to have more favorable property rights than the incumbent operator (e.g., a right to share the incumbent operator’s or other infrastructure).

Clearly, the importance to any particular new entrant of property rights will depend to a large extent upon the existing property rights it enjoys (e.g., a railway company with existing rights of way along its track) and the technology proposed (e.g., new entrants relying on wireless technology will generally have less need of rights of way and compulsory purchase powers than fixed link new entrants).

In many TDCs, particularly where the incumbent operator’s penetration rate is very low, the property rights enjoyed by the incumbent will also assume a crucial importance for potential strategic investors in the incumbent who are seeking to build out the network.

2. Substantive real property rights required by new entrants

At a substantive level, three types of real property rights will be important for new entrants (and, in certain circumstances, the incumbent operator, too):

- rights of way (e.g., to lay install infrastructure)
- condemnation or eminent domain (e.g., compulsory purchase powers to build microwave towers)
- rights to share “bottleneck” infrastructure (e.g., to share the incumbent’s ducts to co-locate on the incumbent’s radio towers or to fly lines from the incumbent’s poles).

Other rights (e.g., to cut trees, to fly lines in state-owned or environmentally sensitive areas) may be necessary in certain TDCs and in certain circumstances. In addition, new entrants will generally require property rights over both public and private land.
3. **Procedural rights required by new entrants**

At a procedural level, new entrants will need effective, streamlined legal mechanisms allowing them to acquire the above property rights expeditiously and at reasonable cost, including procedures for:

- acquiring essential property rights, in the absence of the landowner’s consent, against payment of appropriate compensation
- obtaining shared access to the incumbent operator’s “bottleneck” infrastructure, in the absence of the incumbent’s consent, against payment of appropriate compensation
- assessing appropriate compensation payable by the new entrant to the landowner or to the incumbent operator (e.g., on the basis of actual physical damage incurred through the exercise of a property right or the reduction in the value of the affected property).

A threshold decision will be whether it should be the courts or the new TRB who should have responsibility for operating these procedures. The FTL has been prepared on the basis that it will be the courts, but an alternative approach, adopted in a number of TDCs, is for the TRB to have this responsibility.

Where the real property law of the TDC provides for different property rights in land, potential investors will want to see a clear indication of whose consent they need (e.g., just the owner of the freehold or also any leaseholders) in order to acquire a particular property right.

Finally, a TDC engaged in the liberalization of several utility sectors may wish to provide, through appropriate legal mechanisms, for the coordination of the exercise of property rights by different utilities (e.g., a telecommunications company and an electricity company) that are constructing their networks in the same geographical area. This avoids the same street being dug up repeatedly by each utility wishing to lay its network in that street.

4. **Implications of existing TDC real property law**

In most TDCs, existing real property law does not provide adequately for the types of real property rights or the procedures that new entrants to the telecommunications sector need. This may, for example, be because in the TDC in question:

- there are existing rules for the acquisition of rights over public but not private property
- there are existing rules allowing the State to acquire land or rights of way compulsorily and to give private operators the “benefit” of the land, but no direct right for new entrants to acquire the rights in question directly themselves.
Where the existing TDC legislation is deficient in the above or other respects, three approaches are possible:

- amendments to the existing real property legislation
- introduction of new real property legislation
- inclusion in the telecommunications law of specific property rights tailored to the particular need of telecommunications operators.

The FTL has been prepared on the basis that, in general, the cleanest and most investor-friendly approach, is to remedy any deficiencies in the existing real property legislation either through amendments to the TDC’s existing real property legislation or through the adoption of new real property legislation.

D. Other relevant legislation

Although the various types of legislation discussed above have perhaps the greatest implications for a TDC’s telecommunications sector, many other types of legislation can impact (directly or indirectly) on a TDC’s telecommunications sector and on the drafting of the telecommunications law. From a development policy perspective, the legal regime as a whole must be considered when envisioning what shape the sector will take following liberalization and privatization. A number of areas of law (by no means exhaustive) to be considered follow:

- **company** – legislation affecting the way private investors organize their businesses and, in the case of privatizations, shareholder rights of minority investors
- **tax** – legislation affecting the attractiveness of making an investment in a TDC
- **state enterprise/privatization** – legislation dealing with the conversion of state-owned enterprises or parastatal organizations and the introduction of private participation in them, together with any related limitations
- **licensing/concessioning** – legislation of general application on a harmonized licensing and concessioning process and which may differentiate between the use of such terms-of-art as license, concession or authorization, for example
- **intellectual property** – legislation affecting the protection offered to proprietary information of private investors in the telecommunication sector in the TDC
- **insolvency** – legislation providing for the rights of creditors in insolvency or bankruptcy

---

21The legal environment as whole will provide certainty to investors in the telecommunications sector that will determine their readiness to pour capital, financial and otherwise, into a TDC. For a general discussion of the different levels of “protection” afforded investors by different legal systems, see, La Porta, Rafael, *et al.*, “Which Countries Give Investors the Best Protection?”, *Private Sector* NOTE NO 109, April 1997, The World Bank. Quite apart from the telecommunications law, the treatment of shareholders and creditors under companies and insolvency/creditors rights laws, for example, will have a direct bearing on the nature of the investment in the sector.
Telecommunications Legislation

- **price control** – legislation applicable to a wide range of sectors, which may not envisage the specific types of price controls used in the telecommunications sector (e.g., price cap, rate of return, benchmarking)

- **consumer protection** – legislation applicable to a wide range of sectors, which may not envisage the specific mechanisms often used to protect consumers in the telecommunications sector (e.g., obligation on incumbent operator to have its standard customer contract approved by the TRB)

- **data protection and privacy** – legislation applicable to a wide range of sectors, which may not envisage a number of the specificities of the telecommunications sector (e.g., the transmission of personal data over telecommunications networks to countries with poor or non-existent data protection regimes, data protection implications of call line identification unsolicited calls, automatic call forwarding)

- **criminal** – legislation, which may need to be supplemented in order to cover certain specific activities in the telecommunications sector (e.g., construction and operation of unlicensed networks, interception of telephone calls, obscene or nuisance telephone calls)

- **foreign investment** – legislation applicable to a wide range of sectors, which may impose foreign ownership restrictions which may need to be “disapplied” in relation to the telecommunications sector

- **exchange control** – legislation affecting the ability of a foreign operator to repatriate profits

- **special “public services”** – legislation applying harmonized rules to all the utilities sectors

As noted in the *Introduction*, certain TDCs may also be subject to special international treaty obligations which have significant implications for the way in which the telecommunications law is drafted.

**E. Broadcasting and the implications of convergence**

The telecommunications and broadcasting sectors worldwide are rapidly converging and it is becoming increasingly unclear whether certain “hybrid” services (e.g., video-conferencing, cable television, video-on-demand, Internet broadcasting) should be regarded, and regulated, as telecommunications services or as broadcasting services or as both. However, where a traditional non-telecommunications service (such as broadcast TV) or medium (such as CATV) is used to deliver a telecommunication service, it should be treated under the telecommunications law, and vice versa.

TDCs are increasingly recognizing the importance of ensuring that the interface between their telecommunications legislation and broadcasting legislation is carefully crafted given, in particular, that:
investors need to know whether they will be regulated under telecommunications legislation or broadcasting legislation or both, and whether they will require telecommunications licenses or broadcasting licenses or both

- investors in hybrid telecommunications/broadcasting projects need to know whether they will be caught by the foreign ownership controls which are often found in the broadcasting legislation (but not necessarily the telecommunications legislation) of many TDCs

- both telecommunications and broadcasting services require radio spectrum.

For these reasons the FTL has been prepared on the basis that the telecommunications law would be separated from the broadcast law.

**F. Separation of PTT’s activities**

In some TDCs, the legal aspects of separating the telecommunications, postal and regulatory activities of the state-owned PTT\(^\text{22}\) are addressed in the general telecommunications law establishing the TRB, telecommunications licensing regime, etc.

A number of TDCs, however, have taken the view that the legal aspects of PTT separation should not be dealt with in the general telecommunications law but in discrete “PTT separation” legislation since the issues addressed by the separation of the PTT will:

- generally be “one-off”, with little relevance for the future once the separation has taken place, whereas the general telecommunications law will provide for the ongoing regulation of the TDC's telecommunications sector

- likely raise a number of sensitive social and political issues which may delay the passage of the telecommunications law through Parliament if the PTT separation issues are addressed in the general telecommunications law.

The FTL has, therefore, been prepared on the assumption that it is better to keep the PTT separation legislation and the general telecommunications legislation separate, although clearly they will need to be consistent.

**G. Postal regulations and trends**

The approach in some TDCs, following the separation of the postal and telecommunications activities of the PTT, is to deal with regulation of the postal sector and the telecommunications sector in the same law. Some TDCs have also decided to establish the same regulator for posts as for telecommunications. The reason for this approach is often historical, namely that postal and telecommunications services, prior to liberalization, have traditionally been provided and regulated by the same government department or ministry.

\(^{22}\) The issues dealt with by this “PTT separation” legislation can include establishing a postal statutory corporation, transferring the assets, liabilities and employees of the PTT into the telecommunications joint stock company, the postal statutory corporation and the new TRB.
In a liberalized environment, however, the postal and telecommunications sectors demonstrate a number of important differences which do not exist when both posts and telecommunications services are provided under monopoly. In particular, it had been thought that the postal company and sector would:

- probably be loss-making, at least in the near term, whereas the telecommunications sector will often be profitable from the outset
- be subject to slower or more modest liberalization than the telecommunications sector, particularly as the national postal operator is often a major employer and therefore rapid organizational restructuring may be politically unpalatable
- remain state-owned, at least in the near and medium term, whereas the telecommunications sector will often be subject to early privatization
- be subject to different pricing controls than the telecommunications sector
- be subject to a different licensing approach with different types of license conditions
- raise important legal and regulatory issues which are not of direct relevance to the telecommunications sector, and vice versa.  

Many of these assumptions have recently been challenged, particularly in developed countries. Public postal operators may well be profitable, sometimes significantly so, in which case the need for ongoing monopoly rights or state ownership is less obvious. Moreover, public postal operators in these countries are focusing on expanding into global goods transport and logistic markets and on diversifying into e-commerce products and services and other related or complementary markets. If postal operators make investments and acquisitions in these markets while still state-owned and protected by monopoly rights, this raises difficult issues of (often cross-border) nationalization and of anti-competitive or unfair cross-subsidization or use of taxpayer funds.

Consequently, private market participants and international fora (such as the Universal Postal Union) have been lobbying recently for similar liberalization and privatization strategies to be applied to the postal sector. Indeed, it is now usually thought that the postal sector may benefit greatly from the introduction of competition and regulatory reform that has so invigorated the telecommunications sector.

A number of regulatory concepts and strategies are arguably transferable from the telecommunications to the postal sector. Indeed, in the European Union, the postal liberalization strategy adopted by the EC borrows heavily from that pursued in the telecommunications sector. Analogous issues in the postal sector include:

---

23 Among the legal and regulatory issues raised by the postal sector which are not of direct relevance to the telecommunications sector are postal banking activities, email regulation. Among the legal and regulatory issues raised by the telecommunications sector which may not be of direct relevance to the postal sector are network interconnection (although analogies exist), leased line provision, numbering, equal access by subscribers to competing long distance carriers, equipment approval, radio frequency allocation and assignment, control of radio interference, frequency auctioning.
universal practice (the obligation to provide a basic set of postal services throughout a territory to all users at an affordable price, including mail collection and delivery, and post box density)

universal service funding mechanisms where the universal service obligation imposes an unfair burden on the provider

tariff principles, such as the requirement for tariffs to be objective, non-discriminatory, transparent and geared to cost

treatment of international settlement mechanisms ("terminal dues"), in particular, the need for cost orientation

network access and unbundling, especially in relation to the home delivery network

access to and management of addressee information and national postal codes.

Nevertheless, a number of differences between the sectors remain. Structurally, the sectors are very different: the postal sector is much more labor intensive and has lower barriers to market entry. Moreover, the postal sector usually covers not only "communications" activities analogous to the telecommunications sector, but also includes others such as goods transport, logistics, financial services and postal banking activities, and, increasingly, e-commerce initiatives such as digital signature certification and management of integrated Internet "shopping malls".

Furthermore, although in the postal sector the regulatory function should (as in the telecoms sector) be separated from the ownership and policy functions, level of regulation required is much less. Legal and regulatory issues raised by the telecommunications sector which may not be of direct relevance to the postal sector include network interconnection, leased line provision, numbering, equal access by subscribers to competing long distance carriers, equipment approval, ration frequency allocation and assignment, control of radio interference, frequency auctioning. On the other hand, the postal regulatory function may include (relatively minor) additional tasks such as management of national postal codes and the opening of damaged or undelivered mail.

In light of these ongoing differences, many TDCs have decided to deal with the regulation of the postal sector and the regulation of the telecommunications sector in separate laws, rather than in the same law. The FTL has been prepared on this basis.
II. THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS REGULATORY FUNCTION

This Section examines a number of key considerations concerning the design of the telecommunications regulatory function under a telecommunications legal regime, and the ways in which a TDC's decisions concerning the telecommunications regulator can be reflected in its telecommunications law. The focus of the FTL and this discussion is on the exercise of the regulatory function in the telecommunications sector rather than on the institutional design of the TRB. Clearly, the most common institutional response to the exercise of the function is to form an entity, usually under the FTL. The type, structure and organization of the TRB will vary greatly from jurisdiction to jurisdiction.

The regulatory function in TDCs is, by definition, in transition. Prior to the policy decision to introduce competition, the telecommunications regulatory function, if it existed, probably consisted of responding to central planning and perhaps ensuring price regulation. TDC's characterized by liberalizing markets will require some form of limited regulation to ensure the development of competitive market forces in the sector.

Among the main regulatory functions performed by the TRB include:

- **level playing field** – ensuring that operators compete fairly; and
- **transparency** – ensuring that regulatory decisions are open, fair and objective.

Among the key attributes of the regulatory function to be performed by the TRB:

- **transparency** – this is accomplished through publication – of decisions, and making publicly available licenses, interconnection, tenders, etc.; and
- **independence** – this is accomplished by separating the performance of the regulatory function from the political and operational functions in the sector.

In examining the manner in which the telecommunications regulatory function will be performed, policy makers should bear in mind the degree to which the basic regulatory framework will allow the exercise of discretion or, by contrast, the simple application of rules. For example, the TRB could be essentially a rule making body, such as the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC") in the US, or an issue-specific advisory, investigative and enforcement body, such as the Office of Telecommunications ("OFTEL") in the UK. A further option, increasingly under consideration in emerging markets, is establishing a Multi-Sectoral Regulator ("MSR") responsible not just for telecommunications but for other newly liberalized utility sectors.

A. Importance of effective regulation

A significant part of the telecommunications law will be made up of the provisions establishing the TRB and specifying the regulator's composition, functions, powers etc. The importance for investors of having an effective and credible TRB cannot be overstated.
Essentially, the establishment of an investor-friendly regulator processes can provide a TDC engaged in telecommunications sector reform with “money for nothing”, with investors paying a premium for legal and regulatory certainty and security.

As noted in Section I.B. in relation to anti-competitive controls, the incumbent operator (and any strategic investor in the incumbent) will often have much to gain from a weak or poorly designed regulator. However, new entrants into liberalized segments of the market will regard an effective regulator as essential, particularly in order to obtain adequate interconnection terms and access to bottleneck facilities. They will often be deterred from entering the market unless such a regulator is envisaged.

B. Investor confidence enhancement mechanisms

Even where a TDC has designed its TRB carefully to ensure independence and competence, investors may still require reassurance during the early years of the TRB. This is particularly the case where the TRB enjoys a large degree of discretion in relation to regulatory issues of crucial importance to new entrants (e.g., interconnect pricing).

There are, however, a number of legal mechanisms which can be deployed, depending upon the legal framework of the TDC in question, to address investor concern as to the effectiveness or experience of the TRB, in particular:

- building into the license of the incumbent operator and of new entrants detailed, unmodifiable (or “frozen”) provisions establishing, for example, the retail, leased line and interconnection prices applicable for the initial part of license term (e.g., the first five years)
- providing in the licenses of the incumbent operator and of new entrants for decisions of the TRB to be subject to exclusive arbitration under a foreign law and in a foreign forum in which the investor has confidence
- in the case of the strategic investor in the incumbent operator, including in the Share Sale Agreement or Shareholders Agreement an obligation on the part of the Government to keep prices at an agreed rate for a certain period of time.

Depending upon the legal system of the TDC in question, special provisions may need to be included in the telecommunications law to ensure that these mechanisms can work. For example, in order to ensure that certain license conditions can be “frozen” for the first part of the license term, it may be necessary to state specifically in the telecommunications law that the modification provisions of the telecommunications law are subject to anything to the contrary set out in licenses issued under the telecommunications law.

C. Key regulatory design issues

To be most effective in a liberalized environment, the regulatory function should exercised independently. In practical terms, this implies some sort of separation of the regulatory from the political (policy setting) and operational (ownership) functions in the
sector. Traditionally, the telecommunications ministry was all three-regulator, owner and policy setter. In order to accomplish regulatory independence, the FTL contemplates an allocation of the different functions along the following structural lines:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLICY</th>
<th>REGULATION</th>
<th>OPERATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ministry</td>
<td>Regulator</td>
<td>Owners</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The main reason for the separation of these functions is to eliminate opportunities for the TRB to be in a conflict of interest and therefore to ensure that its regulatory decisions are independent of other influences.

The following are among the key issues which arise in many TDCs when designing an appropriate TRB:

- respective roles of the Ministry and the TRB
- independence of the TRB checks and balances between the Ministry and the TRB
- appeals against TRB decisions
- MSR option.

D. Role of the Ministry

1. Investor concerns and link with regulator independence

A threshold question, when drafting the telecommunications law, will be which functions should be attributed to the Ministry and which to the TRB.

While recognizing that the Ministry will often wish to retain a number of key strategic functions such as selecting the major licensees, investors will generally prefer to see the decisions over which the Ministry has control kept to a minimum. Most of the ongoing, day-to-day regulatory functions should instead be the responsibility of an independent TRB.

In practice, however, in many TDCs there is an important political link between the scope of the Ministry’s powers and the level of independence of the TRB: the more powers are accorded to the Ministry, the more palatable, from a political perspective, it will be to confer a healthy level of independence on the TRB.

A clear trend in TDCs is to leave key strategic decisions (such as overall sector policy and final selection or approval of the successful applicants for major licenses) with the Ministry, while locating responsibility for all other day-to-day regulatory issues (e.g., preparation of qualification criteria, launching and conduct of tenders, evaluation of tenders, issuance of class licenses, interconnection policy, etc.) with the TRB.
2. **Key decisions for Minister**

The choice as to which functions should be the responsibility of the Ministry is clearly a political choice which will vary from one TDC to another. The approach taken in the FTL is to attribute to the Ministry responsibility over the following strategic functions:

- decisions concerning overall liberalization policy (i.e., what segments should be opened up to competition, when and in what way)
- final selection or approval of the successful applicants for individual licenses (upon the recommendation of the TRB and based on transparent tendering procedures established and run by TRB) with the TRB having the power to issue class licenses
- determining the initial pricing regime for major operators (with the TRB having control over subsequent changes in the price controls through the periodic review mechanisms in the license - e.g., via modifying the “x” factor in an RPI-x price cap regime)
- determining the other initial terms of individual licenses for major operators\(^{24}\)
- representation of the TDC in international telecommunications treaties and fora (e.g., ITU, Intelsat and cross-frontier initiatives such as “Africa One”).

3. **Involvement of other Ministers, the Cabinet, Parliament**

A TDC will also need to consider what roles (if any) should be written into the telecommunications law for other ministries and other government entities. Decisions where a TDC will, typically, consider a role for these entities include:

- the use of telecommunications facilities in times of war or other states of emergency
- the determination of the portion of the radio spectrum for use in the telecommunications sector (it may also be appropriate to establish an inter-ministerial committee comprising representatives of all government entities requiring radio spectrum)
- the price control mechanism (where the Minister of Finance will often have a role, sometimes alone but more often in conjunction with the Telecommunications Minister)
- the allocation of property rights to telecommunications operators and the coordination of street works by different utilities (where the Transport Minister, the Public Works Minister and local authorities may have a strong role to play, together with the Justice Minister in relation to compulsory purchase).

\(^{24}\) In practice, in many TDCs embarking on a fast track privatization and liberalization program, the TRB will only be established *after* the license for the incumbent operator, and often the licenses for other major operators (e.g., a national mobile operator or, in the case of Ghana and Uganda, a second network operator), have been prepared (often with technical assistance provided under a World Bank loan) and granted by the Minister. Similarly, the draft interconnection agreement between the incumbent and, say, a national mobile operator may be prepared by the Minister, sent out in draft to potential strategic investors in the incumbent operator as part of the bidding package, and finalized between strategic investor and the Minister - all prior to the establishment of the TRB.
Some TDCs will require Cabinet involvement in certain of these or other decisions. Parliament may also be given a role (e.g., approving major licenses which the Telecommunications Minister proposes to grant).

E. Functions of the TRB

Clearly, the decision as to which functions should be conferred on the TRB will depend upon the political realities of the TDC in question. The approach adopted in the FTL is designed to effect an allocation of responsibilities, and a system of checks and balances, between the Minister and the TRB (discussed in § II.G., below) that would provide investors with a high level of confidence.

The FTL has, therefore, been prepared on the basis that the TRB would have, at minimum, the following functions:

- designing and operating of the tendering process for major individual licenses
- recommending to the Ministry who should get an individual license
- monitoring, enforcing, modifying and renewing individual licenses
- recommending to the Ministry when a license should be revoked (as noted above, on a Ministerial "veto only" basis)
- issuing class licenses
- controlling anti-competitive conduct in the telecommunications sector (in conjunction with the competition regulator)
- regulating tariff
- monitoring of the frequency spectrum allocated to telecommunications
- specifying of technical standards and approval of equipment
- regulating network interconnection
- allocating numbers and managing the numbering plan
- disputes resolution (between operators, between operators and service providers and between customers and operators or service providers)
- investigative powers
- liaison with other regulators, particularly the broadcasting regulator, the competition regulator and the radio regulator
- administering the universal service fund.
F. Independence

A key threshold question a TDC needs to address when deciding what sort of regulator to establish in order to support the liberalization and privatization of its telecommunications sector is how independent the performance of the regulatory function should be from both:

- political influence exerted by the Government and the Ministry, and
- industry influence exerted by regulated companies.

1. Advantages and disadvantages of independence

The advantages of creating an environment in which the regulatory function can be performed independently include:

- greater investor confidence in the objectivity and stability of the regulatory process and therefore greater foreign and domestic investment in the telecommunications sector
- greater economic benefits for the country because of increased investment and economic activity
- increased revenues for the State due to foreign and domestic investors being prepared to pay a premium for legal and regulatory certainty and security, and from increased tax revenues due to the increased economic activity
- opportunity to decouple the remuneration for the TRB staff from the civil service remuneration system, thereby attracting higher caliber, more committed and possibly less corruptible TRB staff.

The main "disadvantage" of an independent regulator (from the point of view of the government) is the loss by government and Ministry of some influence over the running of the economy and over some decisions which affect voters (e.g., by keeping local telecommunications prices low rather than rebalancing them if, as suggested in § II.D.2, above, control over subsequent pricing decisions is with the TRB).

2. Lack of independence in the past

In the past, many TDCs have designed TRBs which have provided investors (particularly new entrants aiming to compete against the incumbent operator) with very little confidence because, for example:

- the TRB is located within the Ministry or, worse, within the PTT
- the Ministry has the power to appoint the members of the TRB
- the members of the TRB are subject to poor or non-existent conflict of interest controls
- the Minister has the power to remove members of the TRB
the grounds for removal of members of the TRB are vague and discretionary
appeals against decisions of the TRB are to the Minister
the Minister controls the financing of the TRB as an entity and the remuneration of
the members of the TRB as individuals
the Minister has the right to issue “policy directions” to the TRB in relation to
functions specifically allocated to the TRB under the Telecommunications Law.

3. **Structural models**

A key determinant of the independence of the TRB in a TDC will be how the TRB is
established from an institutional perspective. There are a number of different models
which a TDC may wish to examine when designing its TRB, each with different
implications for independence.

These models include:

- autonomous regulatory agency (e.g., FCC)
- semi-autonomous agency (e.g., OFTEL)
- separate regulatory body within telecommunications ministry (e.g., ART, the French
  regulator)
- no special telecommunications regulatory body, but allocation of primary reliance
  for “regulation” of the telecommunications sector to the competition regulator and
  the courts (e.g., New Zealand).

4. **“Independence enhancement” mechanisms**

A TDC which decides to locate the TRB *outside* the Telecommunications Ministry will
then have a choice of incorporating various “independence enhancement” mechanisms in
the Telecommunications Law:

- use of a committee or commission structure (e.g., three Commissioners) rather than
  a single individual as the regulator
- appointment of Commissioners to be on the basis of professional qualifications
  rather than political allegiance
- appointment of Commissioners to be on an *ex officio* basis (e.g., one member of the
  Chamber of Commerce, another from the Law Society)
- appointment and removal of Commissioners by someone other than the Ministry
  (e.g., by the TDC’s President or by a cross-party Parliamentary committee)
- staggering the Commissioners’ terms of tenure so as to reduce the influence over
  appointment of any one government
- adoption of robust conflict of interest rules applicable to the Commissioners and
  their direct families
• strict limitations on the grounds for removing Commissioners
• ensuring the financial autonomy of the TRB by providing for it to be financed via license fees from the regulated industry
• ensuring that the Ministry does not have decision-making power over the level of remuneration of individual Commissioners (e.g., by placing this power with the Finance Ministry)
• ensuring that the Ministry does not have the right to give “policy directions” or otherwise influence the TRB in relation to regulatory issues over which it has been granted specific responsibility in the Telecommunications Law.

G. Checks and balances between Ministry and TRB

1. Checks and balances mechanisms

There are a number of legal mechanisms which TDCs can deploy when drafting their telecommunications law to enhance investor confidence in the way the Minister exercises the strategic functions conferred on him, essentially by creating checks and balances between the Minister and the TRB.

One approach is to write into the telecommunications law a requirement that, although the Minister has the right to select the winning applicant for a major license, the selection can only take place following completion of a transparent, competitive bidding process, designed, organized and run by the TRB rather than by the Minister.

Another approach is to involve the TRB in the Minister’s key strategic decisions. For example, a TDC could decide to write into its telecommunications law, a power in the TRB:

• to recommend to the Minister which applicant should be awarded a major license, with the Minister being precluded from selecting an applicant which had not been recommended by the TRB
• to prepare and submit to the Minister a short list of license applicants that meet the technical and financial requirements stipulated in the bidding documents, from which Minister is required to select the winner
• to recommend to the Minister when a license should be revoked, with the Minister being precluded from revoking a license without the recommendation of the TRB.

A key issue which often arises where a TDC has decided to require the Minister to take a decision following the “recommendation” of the TRB is what the precise legal force of the recommendations is. A recommendation power in the TRB can have different implications in different TDCs and it is important to clarify for potential investors in the telecommunications law precisely what these implications are.

For example, a power on the part of the Minister to select the winning license applicant following a recommendation by the TRB, could mean that the Minister:
has the right to reject the recommendation of the TRB and select his own candidate (i.e. the “recommendation” is essentially non-binding although it may have persuasive influence on a court if the Minister’s decision were challenged by way of judicial review)

is only entitled to select a candidate who has been recommended by the TRB (i.e. essentially, the Minister has a veto power, being entitled to reject candidates recommended by the TRB).

The approach taken in the FTL is to confer on the Minister the power to issue a license only to a candidate recommended by the TRB and to revoke a license only on the recommendation of the TRB the Minister is precluded from issuing or revoking the license in the absence of such a recommendation (i.e., the veto approach referred to above).

Although not the approach taken in the FTL, an obligation on the Minister to select the winning candidate from a short list prepared by the TRB will also often provide an effective counterweight to the Minister’s power to select licensees, and enhance investor confidence in the licensee selection process.

Another device is for the TRB to prepare qualification criteria, agreed to by the Ministry. The Ministry could then refuse to approve a recommended license only if the TRB’s recommendation was somehow technically flawed (i.e., that the TRB did not properly apply the pre-determined criteria) or if the recommendation is otherwise against public policy.

2. Modification and renewal

A key question in creating an effective set of checks and balances between the Ministry and the TRB is what role the Ministry should have in relation to aspects of the license process other than selection of the major licensees and license revocation.

In some TDCs, the Ministry will also have a role in the modification and renewal of licenses. The approach adopted in the FTL, however, is to locate these powers with the TRB on the basis that:

- modification of a license will generally be necessary when there has been a relevant, significant change in the telecommunications sector since the grant of the license. The TRB will be closest in touch with ongoing developments in the telecommunications sector and best able to judge whether changes in the sector justify license modification

- renewal of a license should ideally, in order to provide maximum investor confidence, be automatic (provided a licensee has complied with its license conditions. The TRB is best placed to determine whether the license conditions have been met given the generally accepted role it will have of monitoring and enforcing compliance with license conditions.
3. **Gradual transfer of powers from Ministry to TRB**

A number of TDCs have adopted the approach of providing for the gradual transfer from the Ministry to the TRB of certain powers initially conferred on the Ministry. This mechanism may prove useful in a TDC where the Government is reluctant initially to confer significant powers on the TRB until it has attained requisite expertise, resources, investor and Ministerial confidence.

This transfer from the Ministry to the TRB can be effected in a number of ways, for example by providing in the telecommunications law for:

- the Ministry to have the *discretionary* power to delegate certain of its powers to the TRB
- the Ministry to have power to determine what the *initial* pricing regime to be included in the licenses of major operators should be, but with the TRB having the power to determine what changes should be made *subsequently* from time to time
- the *automatic* transfer of certain power (e.g., over prices or even the licensing function) at a certain specified point in time.

Clearly, the automatic transfer mechanism provides investors with greater confidence than discretionary transfer.

**H. Appeals against decisions of the TRB**

Investors in TDCs will look carefully at the way in which decisions of the TRB can be appealed. However independent the TRB itself may be, investors will lose confidence if its decisions must be appealed to the Ministry, as is the case in a number of TDCs.25

In other emerging markets, the decisions of the TRB can be appealed directly to the courts by way of judicial review, with the grounds and procedures for appeal being set out in special civil procedure legislation separate from the Telecommunications Law.

Many investors, however, have concerns about potential delays or lack of telecommunications-specific expertise in the judiciary of some TDCs.

A number of TDCs are, therefore, considering allaying investor concern by creating in their Telecommunications Laws a “bespoke” telecommunications appeals tribunal (“Telecommunications Tribunal”) tailor-made for the telecommunications sector.

Clearly, the threshold question is whether the legal system of the TDC in question will permit a bespoke Telecommunications Tribunal to be “carved out” from the normal judicial system. Assuming this is possible, the specific design of the Telecommunications Tribunal will depend heavily on the specifics of the legal system of the TDC in question.

---

25 The recommendation of the ITU Legislative Guidelines (page 11), e.g., is also that appeals against decisions of the TRB should be to the Minister.
Typically, the aim will be to establish a Telecommunications Tribunal which would be:

- comprised of one or more judges specialized (or aiming to specialize over time) in telecommunications law, advised by a number of telecommunications experts (e.g., a telecommunications engineer and economist)
- dedicated to hearing appeals only against decisions of the TRB
- subject to streamlined procedures and time limits which would be much faster than the procedures and time limits normally applicable in the TDC’s regular judicial system.

In a TDC where the judiciary is independent of the executive, a bespoke Telecommunications Tribunal comprised of one or more judges can provide investors with significant additional reassurance as to the overall independence of the regulatory process. One specific role that such a tribunal can play is to enhance investor confidence in relation to the license modification process (see, § II. G.2, above.).

1. Multi-sectoral regulatory approaches

By far the most widely adopted approach in TDCs engaged in the liberalization and privatization of their telecommunications sectors is to create a single sector regulator, and this is the approach taken by the FTL.\(^{26}\) Increasingly, however, instead of establishing a sector-specific regulator for the telecommunications sector and a separate regulator for each other sector being liberalized, a number of TDCs have already established\(^{27}\) or are considering establishing an MSR responsible for a number of sectors.

Clearly, the multi-sector approach raises the threshold question as to what sectors the MSR should regulate (e.g., posts, broadcasting, electricity or water). A further question is whether responsibility for general competition regulation should also be located in the MSR given that so many competition issues will arise in a TDC as part of utility liberalization and privatization. The overriding concern from the standpoint of efficient, effective regulation in the telecommunications sector, regardless of the institutional arrangement, is that sufficient technical expertise exists to carry out what are often times sophisticated, complex technical functions (for example, analysis of interconnection disputes and radio frequency management).

1. Advantages and disadvantages

The following table sets forth some advantages and disadvantages of the MSR approach.\(^{28}\) The issues address both the institutional aspects and matters affecting the independence and performance of the regulatory function. They are set forth in detail to

---

\(^{26}\) If for no other reason that the focus of the FTL is on the independence and performance of the regulatory function, rather than the institutional aspects of the regulator.

\(^{27}\) Notably Bolivia, Jamaica, Panama and El Salvador, although the number and type of sections covered varies from country to country

highlight issues to be considered in the policy framework underlying the regulatory function. It is likely that the resolution of these, and other issues, will differ from TDC to TDC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Advantages</th>
<th>Key Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• reduce risk of &quot;industry capture&quot; because the creation of a regulator with</td>
<td>• increase risk of &quot;industry capture&quot; by a dominant industry player not only of the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>responsibility for more than one sector can help avoid the rule-making process</td>
<td>single sector regulation but of the entire MSR body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>being captured by industry-specific interest groups.</td>
<td>• increase risk of &quot;political capture&quot; by a dominant ministry of not only the single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• reduce risk of &quot;political capture&quot; because a regulator with responsibility for</td>
<td>sector regulator but of the entire MSR body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>more than one sector will necessarily be more independent of the relevant line</td>
<td>• increase risk that a precedent set in relation to one sector could be applied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministries, and, in addition, the broader range of entities regulated by such a</td>
<td>inappropriately in another sector (although this can also be mitigated by creating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regulator will be more likely to resist political interference in a decision</td>
<td>strong sector-specific departments underneath a central cross-sectoral decision-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on, say, price regulation in one sector since that could set a precedent for</td>
<td>making body)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other sectors</td>
<td>• dilution of sector-specific technical expertise required where, for example, the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• create more precedents, and therefore less uncertainty, for investors because</td>
<td>skills of a tariff expert for one sector are not transferable to similar tariffing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a decision by an MSR in relation to one sector on a regulatory issue common to</td>
<td>issues in another sector, or, for example, of a frequency engineer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other sectors (e.g., the application of price cap regulation or cost accounting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rules) will set a precedent that is valuable to potential investors in those</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other sectors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• economies of scale in the use of one set of high caliber professionals (e.g.,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>economists, lawyers, financial analysts), particularly important during the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>early stages of liberalization and privatization in a TDC when there is likely</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to be a scarcity of regulatory experience</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Other Advantages</th>
<th>Other Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• economies of scale in administrative and support services (e.g., computers,</td>
<td>• failure by the regulator cascades to other sectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>office space, support staff), particularly important where the costs of</td>
<td>• difficulty in achieving acceptance by relevant line Ministries of the concept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regulation can have a real impact on the affordability of basic services</td>
<td>of having an MSR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• flexibility in dealing with &quot;peak load&quot; periods, such as periodic price</td>
<td>• subsequent difficulty in achieving consensus from the relevant line Ministries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reviews, where intensive regulatory expertise is needed which may be spread</td>
<td>on the type of MSR to be established</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>across sectors if a multi-sectoral approach is adopted</td>
<td>• greater complexity in establishing the legal framework for the MSR, including</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• economies of scale in the development and</td>
<td>the level of independence and allocation of functions as between the Minister and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Telecommunications Legislation

- implementation of the regulatory agency whereby, for example, uniform rules on license
- award or dispute settlement procedures can extend to more than one sector and therefore avoid the need to "re-invent the wheel" for each sector
- transfer of regulatory know-how between regulators responsible for different sectors, again particularly important when a country has limited experience in regulation
- effective means of dealing with converging sectors (e.g., telecommunications and broadcasting where it is increasingly difficult to decide what is a telecommunications and what is a broadcasting service, for example video-on-demand, or telecommunications and posts, for example email and fax remailing)
- effective means of dealing with the bundled provision of services (e.g., provision of both telecommunications and electricity by the same company) and with coordination requirements between sectors (e.g., where companies from a number of different sectors all need to dig up the same roads to construct their networks)
- avoidance of market distortions due to the application of different rules to competing sectors (e.g., electricity and gas, or road and rail)
- the regulator
  - potential delays in the reform process due to the previous three disadvantages
  - merging existing agencies may be problematic
2. Practical strategies for implementing a multi-sectoral approach

There are a number of ways in which an emerging market Government can, as a matter of practice, establish an MSR. Each has different implications for the way the provisions establishing the regulator in the Telecommunications Law are structured and drafted.

- establish an MSR (for telecommunications, electricity and water, for example) from the outset and gradually bring new sectors under its jurisdiction as and when the decision is taken to liberalize and privatize such new sectors.

This strategy probably provides investors with the clearest view from the outset of what the regulatory framework will be and a maximum sense of regulatory certainty and security. From a legal perspective, it is probably the least complex option to implement, requiring separate legislation to establish the MSR, with the functions and powers in each sector being set out in the sector-specific legislation applicable to each such sector. This strategy would, however, probably require the greatest effort in terms of obtaining consensus from relevant line Ministries and could thereby delay a TDC’s reform process.

- use an existing, or create a new, sector-specific regulatory body to serve as the core for the MSR and gradually expand the mandate of the sector-specific regulator to cover additional new sectors as and when the decision is taken to liberalize and privatize such new sectors.

This second strategy could provide a practical compromise, providing the core for an MSR in the future. It would be necessary, however, to ensure in the provisions setting up the TRB in the telecommunications law that the initial, core sector-specific TRB did not contain too many “sector-specific” characteristics which might prevent its evolution into an MSR. For example, requirements that members of the initial TRB should have telecommunications experience would probably have to be avoided in favor of solid utility generalists.

- create a number of sector-specific regulators (e.g., one for each for telecommunications, electricity and water) and later merge them so as to form an MSR.

This final strategy is probably the least satisfactory because: (i) existing sector-specific regulators will have vested interests and incentives to resist the merger of their sector-specific regulator with other sector-specific regulators; and (ii) the advantages which flow from an MSR are likely to be lost during the early stages in the liberalization and privatization of the relevant sectors (i.e., prior to the merger of the sector-specific regulatory bodies) which is likely to be the time when regulatory expertise is most needed.

---

29 See, footnote 24, supra, and accompanying table and discussion.
The approach adopted in the FTL is the traditional one of establishing a single sector regulator, although it could be modified to accommodate an MSR.
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PART I - GENERAL

Article 1 General objectives of the Law

The objectives of this Law are to:

(i) promote development of the telecommunications sector in order to promote the growth of the economy as a whole;

(ii) define the regulatory functions of the Ministry responsible for telecommunications;

(iii) establish an independent telecommunications regulatory body and define its functions, powers and relationship with other governmental bodies and other relevant regulators;

(iv) establish a fair, objective and transparent licensing regime for operators and service providers;

(v) establish an effective approvals regime for Terminal Equipment;

(vi) ensure efficient use of radio frequency spectrum;

(vii) establish a general framework for interconnection;

(viii) establish a general framework for the control of anti-competitive conduct in the telecommunications sector;

(ix) assure universal access;

(x) proscribe as offences certain types of conduct in the telecommunications sector.

Comments on Article 1

Article 1 identifies the main objectives of the FTL.

Some TDCs use their Telecommunications Laws to spell out in detail their sector policy objectives (e.g., to sell a certain percentage of the incumbent operator or to issue a certain number of national mobile licenses). Indeed, in some TDCs, the Telecommunications Law is used to impose an obligation on the Government to privatize the incumbent operator and issue certain licenses by a certain date.

Many investors welcome this approach because they regard it as providing greater assurance that the sector policy strategy will in fact be implemented because it has been embedded in primary legislation. It is, however, more usual for a TDC to set out its sector strategy in a non-legally binding Government policy statement, rather than to include it in primary legislation.

Some TDCs also specify in the Telecommunications Law (as opposed to the incumbent operator’s license) the monopoly rights to be enjoyed by the incumbent operator.

The FTL, however, takes the traditional approach of not spelling out in detail in the telecommunications law the TDC’s sector policy objectives, nor specifying in the telecommunications law the monopoly rights enjoyed by the incumbent operator.
Article 2 Definitions

The following terms have the following meaning in this Law:

“Competition Regulator” means the body responsible for the control of anti-competitive conduct in TDC.

“Appointing Authority” means the entity or entities referred to in Article 5 as being responsible for appointing Commissioners.

“Broadcasting License” means a license issued under the TDC broadcasting legislation.

“Broadcasting Regulator” means the body responsible for the regulation of broadcasting in TDC.

“Broadcasting Service” means the transmission of radio or video programming to the public on a free, pay, subscription or other basis, whether by cable television, terrestrial or satellite means, or by other electronic delivery of such programming.

“Class License” means a license issued pursuant to Article 15 to a defined class of Operators or Service Providers and which applies automatically to any person falling within the defined class without that person having to apply for the license.

“Chairman” means the chairman of the Commission.

“Commission” means the Commission body established in Article 5.

“Commissioners” means the five Commissioners of the Commission appointed pursuant to Article 5.

“Fund” means the universal service account established pursuant to article 21 for purposes of financing the [universal service obligation].

“Individual License” means a license issued pursuant to Article 15 to a particular person upon the application of that person.

“Minister”, “Ministry” means the Minister or Ministry responsible for telecommunications, as the context indicates.

“Operator” means a person providing a Telecommunications Service.

“Private Network” a Telecommunications Network reserved for private use or shared by a closed group of users.

“Public Telecommunications Network” means a telecommunications network used for the provision of Telecommunications Services to the public.
“Public Voice Telephony Services” means the commercial provision to the public of the direct transport and switching of voice telephony in real time from and to network termination points.

“Service Provider” means any entity that provides a Telecommunications Service through its own, or through another’s Telecommunications Network.

“Terminal Equipment” means equipment intended to be connected directly or indirectly to the network termination point of a Telecommunications Network in order to send, transmit or receive Telecommunications Services, but does not include equipment intended to send, transmit or receive Broadcasting Services unless such equipment can also be used for Telecommunications Services.

“Telecommunications Network” means any wire, radio, optical or other electromagnetic system for routing, switching or transmitting Telecommunications Service between network termination points.

“Telecommunications Service” means any form of transmission or reception of signs, signals, text, images or other intelligence by means of a Telecommunications Network, but does not include Broadcasting Services.

“Tribunal” means the body established pursuant to article 30 [by] [within] the Commission for hearing disputes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comments on Article 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bare minimum of definitions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Article 2 sets out the definition of the key terms used in the FTL. The aim of the FTL, however, is to keep the definitions to the bare minimum necessary for comprehension and clarity.

The telecommunications legislation of many TDCs contains multiple, detailed definitions of many different types of networks, services and equipment. This is necessary where the TDC in question has decided to specify in detail in its telecommunications law:

- its liberalization strategy (necessitating definitions, for example, of “value-added”, “data” and “mobile” networks and services)
- the exclusive rights to be conferred on the incumbent operator (necessitating definitions, for example, of “fixed” versus “mobile” voice telephony)
- the types of licenses or other authorizations that different networks will or will not require (necessitating definitions, for example, of “independent” and “internal” networks).

As noted below, and as reflected in Articles 14 and 15, the aim of the FTL, however, is to avoid the need for such multiple, detailed definitions by specifying that Public Telecommunications Networks and Public Voice Telephony Services (both fixed and mobile voice telephony services) require individual licenses from the Minister but that the Minister will specify by decree which of the networks and services other than these require a class license and which are exempt from...
the requirement to have a license.

**Interface between telecommunications and broadcasting**

With the rapid convergence between telecommunications and broadcasting, it is important that a TDC's Telecommunications Law should fulfill two objectives:

- specify which services are to be regarded as "telecommunications" and which as "broadcasting"
- clarify the extent to which the Telecommunications Law applies to each.

The definitions of "Telecommunications Services" and "Broadcasting Services" in Article 2 of the FTL are designed to fulfill the first objective by providing a clear dividing line between these two concepts.

However, given that the convergence between the two sectors creates a definitional "moving target", TDCs could enhance investor confidence by including in their telecommunications laws a "sweep up" power (or indeed obligation) providing for the Telecommunications Minister, in coordination with Broadcasting Minister, to determine, by decree, whether a new hybrid telecommunications/broadcasting service is a "telecommunications" service or a "broadcasting" service. An alternative formulation can be found in including in the telecommunications law a provision (see, Article 3) specifying that where a medium or service is used to provide what is essentially a telecommunications service, it will be deemed to be under the purview of the telecommunications law.

As for the second objective, the aim of the FTL is to ensure that telecommunications services carried over broadcasting networks (e.g., voice telephony provided over cable TV networks), and broadcasting networks used for both telecommunications and broadcasting services, and terminal equipment used for both telecommunications and broadcasting services, are covered by the licensing and terminal equipment approval requirements in the FTL.

The definitions also need to be read in conjunction with Article 15 which makes it clear that the requirement to obtain a telecommunications license under the FTL are without prejudice to any additional licensing requirements under relevant broadcasting legislation.

**Public voice telephony**

Article 2 contains a definition of "Public Voice Telephony Services". This concept is crucial since it defines the scope of the services over which, in nearly all TDCs, the incumbent operator enjoys a monopoly for an initial exclusivity period. The definition in Article 2 follows the traditional approach of focusing on whether voice telephony services which are provided to the public and in real time.

The dividing line between voice telephony services which are provided to the public and those which are not is notoriously difficult to draw, as is the dividing line between voice services provided in real time and those which are not.

Since the determination of which services constitute "voice telephony" is a "moving target", TDCs could enhance investor confidence by including in their telecommunications laws a "sweep up" power (or indeed obligation) providing for the Minister to specify, from time to time, whether new voice telephony services (or enhancements to existing voice telephony services) are to be regarded as provided "to the public" and "in real time". The definition of "Public Voice Telephony Services" is also helpful in the determination of the universal service obligation, if any (see, Article 21, below), i.e., access to a certain level of voice telephony.

---

This question arises, for example, in relation to internet telephony which is moving towards becoming real-time telephony.
Every effort has been made to avoid the use in the FTL of a definition of "basic services". Again, a definition such as this is significant in the context of a limited period of exclusivity for an incumbent operator or where the licensing of services is somehow predicated on the underlying network infrastructure. "Voice telephony" provides a more flexible definition, respecting the reality that, in view of constant technological advances, operators deploy a variety of fixed and wireless infrastructure elements to offer a "voice" service, including circuit and even packet switching technology.

Finally, a flexible definition of "voice telephony" provides greater flexibility for the telecommunications law to apply to new services as they are introduced, such as wireless services using satellite technology.

Article 3  Application and scope

3.1 This law applies to Operators and Service Providers and Telecommunications Services provided and Telecommunications Network operated within the national territory.

3.2 This law shall not apply to Broadcast Services, except as the same may be used to provide telecommunications services, nor to Military, public security, civil aviation, or other installations of other branches of government.

Comment on Article 3

Article 3 simply explains that the telecommunications law is restricted to telecommunications services in the telecommunications sector. While there are many installations operated by or on behalf of the government that resemble telecommunications services provided in the telecommunications sector, or that utilize frequency not reserved or allocated for use in the telecommunications sector (see, e.g., Article 22), it is necessary to carve out those matters which are outside of the domain of the TRB. This is consistent with the notion state has an interest in ensuring its fair regulation of a liberalized telecommunications sector with participation by private sector interests. This rationale will not apply to state operations.

As mentioned in the comment to Article 2, where a broadcast medium is used to deploy what is essentially a telecommunications service, the broadcast operator should not be able to shield itself behind a broadcast license as a means to avoid regulation under the telecommunications law if the service being provided is a telecommunications service. Again, this underscores the focus of FTL on services and not on networks or infrastructure.

Article 4  Objectives of the Ministry and the Commission

The Ministry and the Commission will perform their functions under this Law in order to achieve the following objectives:

(i) providing Public Voice Telephony Services throughout TDC so as to meet reasonable demand at affordable prices;
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(ii) protecting the interests of subscribers, purchasers and other users of Telecommunications Services and Terminal Equipment in TDC;

(iii) promote competition among Operators and Service Providers offering Telecommunications Services and ensure the efficiency of the economy of the provision of such services and the operation of related Telecommunications Networks in the national territory;

(iv) promoting research and development and the introduction of new Telecommunications Services in TDC;

(v) encouraging foreign and domestic-owned new entrants to invest in the TDC telecommunications sector;

(vi) promoting close coordination with other Ministries and regulatory bodies with an interest in the TDC telecommunications sector, in particular, the Broadcasting and Competition Regulators;

(vii) ensuring the availability of adequate Telecommunications Networks and Telecommunications Services to meet the needs of the TDC in the event of war, natural disaster and public emergency;

(viii) creating an independent regulatory environment designed to achieve the above objectives, involving separation of operational and regulatory functions.

Comments on Article 4

Article 4 lists the factors which the Ministry and the TRB are required to take into account when making their decisions (e.g., decisions as to what license conditions to include in a license). Clearly, the particular factors to be taken into account will vary according to the specific priorities of the TDC in question. Certain TDCs use the objectives provision to set forth in some detail their objectives in terms of sector expansion, access of rural and other disadvantage population to telecommunication services, and have even set forth certain "social engineering" objectives in their telecommunication legislation.31

In many TDCs, these decision-influencing factors will be taken into account by a court in determining whether or not to overturn on appeal a decision of the Minister or the Commission.

They can also provide potential investors with a useful indication of any particularly strong policy imperatives which the Ministry and TRB are expected to take into account in reaching their decisions. For example, a TDC could use the list of decision-influencing factors in order to send a message to new entrants that the competitive playing field will not just be a "level playing field" but will in fact be tilted aggressively in their favour.32


32 For example, through an interconnection pricing policy firmly based on the incremental costs to the incumbent operator of carrying an interconnecting operator’s traffic, or through requiring the incumbent to allow new entrants to physically co-locate equipment in the incumbent’s exchanges or ducts, or through a favourable equal access (as opposed to easy access) regime for subscribers to new entrant long distance operators.
PART II - FUNCTIONS OF THE MINISTRY

Article 5 Functions of the Ministry

The Ministry shall have the following functions:

(i) negotiating international telecommunications treaties and participating in international telecommunications organizations on behalf of TDC;

(ii) determining the overall policy for the TDC's telecommunications sector;

(iii) issuing Individual Licenses pursuant to Article 16 and determining the conditions to be included in Individual Licenses (other than the license fees which shall be determined by the Commission);

(iv) revoking Individual Licenses, provided that the Commission shall first have recommended to the Minister that the Individual License should be revoked pursuant to Article 20; and

(v) agreeing to, or denying an application by a licensee to transfer an Individual License, provided that the Commission shall first have recommended that the license in question should be, respectively, transferred or not transferred.

Comments on Article 5

Article 5 and Article 12 below are designed to allocate responsibilities between the Minister and the Commission along the lines suggested §§ II.D-F., above, and to incorporate the checks and balances identified in §II.G, above.

The formulation provided in Article 5 can vary greatly from country to country and from legal system to legal system. In some legal systems, only the minister would have the constitutional authority to "issue" a license. In those circumstances, in order to preserve the independence of the regulatory function (the separation of policy setting under ministerial control from regulation under the control of the regulator), devices can be put in place to assure that the discretion of the minister in "issuing a license" is well defined in order to assure investors that the licensing decision is made on fair and transparent basis. Such a device could include, (as described in § I.A.4, above), a system would include the establishment by the TRB of predetermined selection criteria which would be agreed in advance with the Ministry prior to the launch of a tender for an Individual License. Next, the TRB would be charged with launching the tender and evaluating responses to the tender according to those predetermined evaluation criteria. The TRB will make its recommendation to the Minister, which would then decide to issue the license and would be permitted to deny the issue of a license only on predetermined criteria, such as, where the recommendation of the TRB was somehow technically flawed, in error, or when the decision is against public policy. These limited circumstances provide a degree of transparency to the process.33

33 Such a system was adopted in the recently enacted Telecommunications Law, 1998, of the Republic of Bulgaria (Bulgaria Act) with respect to licensing of frequency-based services. See, Chapter 5, Section 2, Article 42 et seq of the Bulgaria Act.
An alternative formulation, of course, is that the Ministry would be authorized in the FTL to devolve or delegate this licensing authority to the TRB.\textsuperscript{34}

\section*{PART III - THE COMMISSION}

\section*{Article 6 Establishment and composition of the Commission}

\textbf{6.1} An autonomous telecommunications regulatory body, to be known as the Commission, is hereby created and shall be independent of the Ministry.

\textbf{6.2} The Commission shall consist of five Commissioners appointed by the [Appointing Authority] by decree on the basis of their legal, technical, financial and economic expertise, whether in the telecommunications sector or not.

\textbf{6.3} The five Commissioners appointed by the [Appointing Authority] shall elect from among themselves one member who will serve as Chairman.

\textbf{6.4} The [Appointing Authority] will specify by decree the internal rules governing the operation of the Commission.

\textbf{6.5} The Commission may appoint such officers, employees, consultants, advisory committees and establish such regional offices as may be necessary for the efficient performance of its functions under this Law.

\section*{Comments on Article 6}

\textit{Institutional location of the Commission}

\textit{This Article will reflect whatever policy decision is made by a TDC as to the institutional location of the TRB (see § II.F.3, above). The approach adopted in the FTL is to adopt the most investor-friendly approach of locating the Commission outside the Ministry.}

\textit{Two approaches to the selection of Commissioners}

Two approaches to the selection of Commissioners can be used to enhance the latter's independence:

\begin{itemize}
  \item appointment on an \textit{ex officio} basis, that is the TDC's telecommunications law will identify a specific official within a specific institution (e.g., the Chairman of the Chamber of Commerce or the President of the Law Society) to be appointed as of right to the Commission
  \item appointment by an independent Appointing Authority on the basis of objective technical, economic, financial and legal qualifications (the approach adopted in Article 6 of the FTL).
\end{itemize}

The \textit{ex officio} approach is particularly important where it is difficult, for whatever reason, to find a sufficiently independent Appointing Authority in the TDC in question.

\textsuperscript{34} Such an approach was adopted in the recently passed Telecommunications Law of the Republic of Cameroon, Law N° 98/014, 14 July 1998, at Chapter 1.
The ex officio approach can also serve as a mechanism for ensuring close cooperation between the Commission and, say, the Broadcasting Regulator, by providing in the telecommunications law for a senior official from the Broadcasting Regulator to be an ex officio member of the Commission.

A caveat which needs to be entered though is that, if the Broadcasting Regulator (or other regulator appointed as Commissioner on an ex officio basis) is in fact a political appointee under, say, the broadcasting legislation, there is a risk that political influence and a lack of independence may be introduced into the Commission "by the back door" as a result of the ex officio approach.

It is, of course, also possible to combine the two approaches, by having some Commissioners appointed on an ex officio basis and the others appointed by an independent Appointing Authority.

The "Appointing Authority"

The identity of the Appointing Authority will depend very much on the specific constitutional and institutional characteristics of the TDC in question. For example, in some TDCs, the most appropriate Appointing Authority could be the President, in others it could be a cross-party Parliamentary Committee. As noted at pages 22, 25 and 26 above, the telecommunications law of many TDCs can raise serious investor concerns by giving the Ministry the power of appointing the members of the TRB.

Legal status and powers of the Commission

Depending upon the legal framework of the TDC in question, it may be necessary to specify in the telecommunications law in some detail the legal status and powers of the Commission (e.g., corporate or unincorporated status, powers to sue and to be sued, power to acquire and dispose of moveable and immovable property).

Full-time and part-time Commissioners

Depending upon the size of the TDC and the extent of liberalization envisaged, it may be appropriate to provide in the telecommunications law for some of the Commissioners to be part time. If the Commission comprises Commissioners who are drawn from other regulators (e.g., the Broadcasting Regulator), it may be appropriate for such Commissioners to be part time due to their commitments to the regulatory bodies from which they are drawn.

Appointment/election of Chairman

There are two common approaches to deciding who the Chairman of the Commission should be:

- the Appointing Authority appoints not only the Commissioners but also the Chairman
- the Commissioners, having been appointed by the Appointing Authority, then go on to select their own Chairman from among themselves.

Article 6 adopts the latter approach on the basis that the day-to-day operation of the Commission is likely to be smoother where the Commissioners have selected their own Chairman.

Internal operational rules of the Commission

In many TDCs, the primary telecommunications legislation goes into great detail concerning the internal operating rules of the Commission. For the sake of simplicity, the approach taken in Article 6 is to provide for these rules to be dealt
with in a decree, or similar instrument, issued by the Appointing Authority or in the internal regulations of the TRB promulgated pursuant to Article 12(xix), below.

In addition to addressing in more detail the operational regulatory functions of the TRB, the internal operating rules should deal with procedural issues such as the location of the Commission’s headquarters and any regional offices, the quorum for meetings and for decisions, voting methods, including use of proxy voting, alternates for the Chairman, determination of the Commission’s financial year and auditing and reporting requirements.\textsuperscript{35}

Article 7  Appointment and removal criteria

No person may be appointed to the Commission if, or may be removed from the Commission unless, that person:

(i) has been convicted of a criminal offence other than [minor offences];
(ii) is an undischarged bankrupt;
(iii) is incapacitated by mental or physical illness;
(iv) is involved directly or indirectly in the management of, or has a financial or other commercial interest in, an Operator, Service Provider, telecommunications equipment manufacturer or supplier operating in TDC or in any other entity with an interest in the TDC telecommunications sector.

Comments on Article 7

Symmetry between appointment and removal criteria

Article 7 specifies in a symmetrical way the criteria which preclude a person from being appointed as a Commissioner and which entitle the Appointing Authority to remove a member (i.e. applying the same criteria to each issue). In contrast, the approach in many TDCs is to deal with these issues separately, an approach which has merits where, for example, the decision is taken that certain specific criteria for the removal of Commissioners are necessary (e.g., failure to attend a certain number of successive meetings of the Commission).

Conflict of interest controls

Investors will be looking for robust conflict of interest provisions to ensure that the Commissioners are not only independent of the Ministry but also are independent of network operators and service providers.

One approach entertained by some TDCs is to specifically provide for one or more of the members of the TRB to be a representative of a network operator or service provider. The justification given for this approach is that the TRB will then have a much better appreciation of the practical requirements of the companies it is regulating.

This approach, however, may alarm investors (except, of course, investors in the operator or service provider which happens to be represented on the TRB) because of the potential for conflict of interest it creates as between different operators and also the risk that the needs of other parties, in particular

\textsuperscript{35} See, also, comments on Article 8 concerning “after life” conflict of interest rules.
consumers, may be neglected by an operator-influenced TRB.

The conflict of interest provisions in a TDC's telecommunications law need to be carefully crafted so as to ensure that, on the one hand, they are sufficiently robust to re-assure investors as to the independence of the Commissioners. On the other hand, they should not be so wide as to discourage talented individuals from aspiring to be Commissioners. One key issue, for example, when designing the conflict of interest controls is whether they should apply not only to the interests of the individual but also his or her immediate family. 38

"After life" conflict of interest controls

Some TDCs decide to introduce controls on Commissioners and Commission staff leaving the Commission to join, say, a network operator or service provider. When designing controls on the "after life" of Commissioners and Commission staff, a TDC will generally have to balance the need to ensure that the Commission is not compromised by the existence of too many "gamekeepers turned poachers", against the need to ensure that the "after life" controls do not deter talented individuals from considering a career with the Commission.

Removal criteria

The approach by many TDCs is to stipulate grounds for removal of the Commissioners which are very wide and vague. As noted at page 25 above, investors will have enhanced confidence in the independence of the Commissioners if the grounds for removal are narrowly and precisely defined as in Article 7.

**Article 8**  
Tenure, re-appointment, resignation and removal

8.1 Subject to Article 8.2 and 8.3, each member of the Commission will be appointed for a term of [four] years and may be re-appointed by the Appointing Authority for one or more additional terms of [four] years.

8.2 Three of the initial Commissioners will be appointed for four years and the remaining two initial Commissioners for two years.

8.3 If a Commissioner does not complete his or her term of office, the person appointed to replace that Commissioner shall hold office for the remainder of the latter's term.

8.4 A Commissioner may resign by giving written notice to the Appointing Authority but may only be removed by the Appointing Authority on the basis of one of the grounds in Article 6.

**Comments on Article 8**

Staggered terms

Article 8 is designed to provide for a staggering of the terms of office of the Commissioners so as to reduce the influence of any one Appointing Authority. This is of greatest importance where the Appointing Authority is associated with a particular political party in the TDC in question. Clearly, the level of staggering can be increased (e.g., so as to have one member being replaced each year on a rolling basis) or decreased depending upon the specific institutional complexion

38 Such a conception was adopted in the SA Law (See, Article 8, SA Law).
of the TDC in question. Usually the period for determining the “stagger” is linked
to the maximum term of office of the Appointing Authority.

Term limits

It is common in some TDCs to place limits on the number of terms which
Commissioners can serve. The rationale is often that term limits provide
protection against particular individuals gaining inordinate influence over the
Commission, and ensures the injection into the Commission of fresh thinking and
new blood. The counter argument is that, particularly in TDCs with little
regulatory resources, term limits may arbitrarily deprive a TDC of talented,
experienced individuals with institutional memory, and also militate against
consistency in regulatory decisions over the long term.

Article 9 Remuneration of Commissioners and Commission staff

9.1 The Chairman and the other Commissioners shall be remunerated on the same
basis and enjoy the same benefits as [Benchmark Occupation].

9.2 The Commission shall have the right to pay its employees and consultants
whatever it judges to be necessary in order to attract and retain suitably qualified,
high caliber individuals.

Comments on Article 9

In many TDCs, the members of the TRB and their staff are paid civil service
salaries which, in many TDCs, may not be high enough to attract and retain
suitable individuals.

Even if suitable individuals are initially attracted to the TRB when it is first
established, they may be tempted to leave, taking their regulatory knowledge
with them, once the market starts to open up, attracted by better prospects with,
say, the newly privatized incumbent operator or new entrants.37

Even if they stay with the TRB, they may be more susceptible to corruption if
there is a marked disparity between their remuneration and that of employees of
the private sector companies they are regulating.

Article 9 is, therefore, designed to provide a legal mechanism which may be
necessary in many TDCs to decouple the remuneration of the members and staff
of the TRB from that of the TDC’s civil service.

Article 10 Financing of the Commission

The Commission shall be financed from:

(i) sums appropriated by Parliament;
(ii) license fees and equipment approval fees;
(iii) money borrowed by the Commission; and

37 It is worth noting that, in those TDCs that have introduced “after life” conflict of interest controls (see, comments
on Article 7, above), these controls can constrain Commissioners and staff from being able to take advantage of
remuneration disparities.
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grant gifts or donations from government or other sources acceptable to the Ministry and the minister responsible for finance.

**Comments on Article 10**

*Self-financing mechanisms*

As noted in § II.F, above, it is important for the independence of the Commission to provide it with a source of funding which is outside the control of the Minister and, preferably, includes a self-financing component.

Article 10 is designed to do this by providing for the Commission to be partially funded through the license fees charged to the incumbent operator and new entrants. Under Article 12 of the FTL, the Commission has responsibility for the issuance of class licenses and setting fees payable for these licenses. Under Article 5, the Ministry is responsible for the issuance of individual licenses. Accordingly, the power to determine the license fees for individual licenses has been specifically carved out of the Ministry’s responsibility (by Article 5(iii)) and placed with the Commission.

**Funding via donations and contributions**

The telecommunications legislation of many TDCs provides for the TRB to be financed, inter alia, from “donations and other contributions”, often without any specific controls over where the “donations and other contributions” may come from. Investors (other than those proposing to make “donations or contributions” to the TRB) will often be alarmed by the risk of the TRB becoming beholden to commercial interests without same sort of approval.

**Article 11  Budget and audit**

11.1 Within two months of the commencement of any fiscal year of the Commission, the Chairman shall submit a budget for the operation of the Commission to the Commission for approval.

11.2 The Commission shall keep books and records of its operations and prepare within three months of the close of each fiscal year a statement of its accounts.

11.3 The accounts of the Commission shall be audited.

**Comment on Article 11**

*Establishment of budget*

The key provision regarding the budget is that there be some control between the party preparing the budget and the party approving the budget. In some circumstances, depending primarily on the appointment modalities of the Commission as a whole, the preparation of the budget by the Chairman and its approval by the Commission would be sufficient. Otherwise, a typical control measure is for the Commission prepare the budget and the Ministry approve it. A disadvantage of ministerial approval is that it does provide a degree of control by the Ministry over the Commission, thus undermining its independence.

*Budget content*

The content of the budget can be detailed in secondary legislation, although some TDCs have detailed budgetary requirements in the text of their telecommunications law. The dynamics of each situation will dictate the level of detail to be included in a telecommunications law as well as the level of checks.
and balances and other controls which must be reflected therein.

Auditing

Again, depending on the legal system in a TDC, there may be an existing legislative or constitutional requirement requiring public enterprises, such as the TRB, be audited by the auditor-general or similar officer. In other circumstances, the audit may be done and prepared by an independent firm using generally acceptable accounting principles applicable in the TDC.

Relation to USO

The preparation of the budget of the Commission, the ability of the Commission to open accounts, and the auditing of its budget and those accounts is extremely important in cases where TDCs have a USO and where the USO is to be funded in part through a universal service fund which in turn is managed by the TRB. In cases where there is a USO, it is important that a separate fund and separate accounts be established and maintained for the universal service fund. For more on universal service, see, Article 21, below.

Article 12 The functions of the Commission

The Commission shall:

(i) advise the Minister on general sector policy;
(ii) ensure the application of this law and related legal and regulatory instruments;
(iii) design and run the tendering process for Individual Licenses;
(iv) make recommendations to the Minister as to which of the applicants for an Individual License should be awarded the license and determining fees therefor;
(v) prepare forms and issue Class Licenses;
(vi) monitor and enforce compliance by licensees with the conditions of their licenses, including tariffs;
(vii) modify licenses, in conjunction with the Competition Regulator, where appropriate;
(viii) make recommendations to the Minister as to whether or not a license should be revoked;
(ix) specify technical standards for, and approve, Terminal Equipment;
(x) establish a frequency plan and manage frequency allocated to the telecommunications sector;
(xi) regulate interconnection between Operator and Operator, and Operator and Service Provider;
(xii) manage the numbering plan and allocate numbers to Operators and Service Providers;
(xiii) on its own initiative or upon request, investigate complaints against licensees, and make such other investigations as are within its competencies in order to ensure compliance with this law;
(xiv) resolve disputes between Operators, between Operators and Service Providers, and between customers and Operators or Service Providers;

(xv) in conjunction with the Competition Regulator, control anti-competitive conduct in the telecommunications sector;

(xvi) where required by the Minister, represent TDC in international telecommunications organizations;

(xvii) administer the universal service fund;

(xviii) maintain registries of licenses and license applications, equipment approvals and applications and interconnection agreements and, except where justified by reasons of commercial confidentiality, make the documents in the registry available to the general public;

(xix) promulgate such regulations governing its day to day business and operations and as may give effect to the performance of its duties pursuant to this law; and

(xx) cooperate closely with the Broadcasting Regulator.

Comments on Article 12

As noted above, this Article and Article 5 above are designed to allocate responsibilities between the Minister and the Commission along the lines suggested in § II.D-F, above, and to incorporate the checks and balances identified in § II.G, above. The list of functions of the Commission is drafted so as to be “back to back” with the list of functions of the Minister set out in Article 5. An important function worth noting specially is the investigative power of the TRB, whether upon request or on its own initiative, to ensure compliance with the legislation.

Article 13 Enforcement powers of the Commission

13.1 Without prejudice to any special powers contained in licenses issued under this Law, the Commission shall, for the purposes of carrying out its functions under this Law, have the same powers (including sanctions for non-compliance) as the [High Court] to:

(i) require the production of documents and information by licensees and any other third parties;

(ii) search premises and seize documents, equipment and other items;

(iii) require attendance and examination of witnesses;

(iv) issue temporary and final injunctions in the event of breach of license conditions;

(v) fine licensees for breach of license conditions;

(vi) award damages payable by licensees to third parties injured as a result of the breach by a licensee of its license conditions.
13.2 The Commission will specify by decree the circumstances in which fines and damages will be calculated and the rules it will apply in calculating the level of fines imposed and damages awarded.

**Comments on Article 13**

*Robust enforcement powers*

It is essential that the TRB should have teeth. However well-conceived may be the substantive controls in a TDC's telecommunications law and licenses issued under it, investors will have little confidence in the TRB if it has weak information gathering powers and/or weak sanctions at its disposal.

In some TDCs, the TRB has judicial powers and can therefore, for example, issue injunctions, impose fines and award damages to injured third parties without having to go to the courts. This is the approach adopted in Article 11 of the FTL. In other TDCs, the TRB will often have to go to court in order to enforce a breach of license condition.

*Information gathering powers*

The type of information gathering powers which a TDC will wish to include in its telecommunications law will depend very much on the institutional and legal framework of the TDC in question. The approach taken in the FTL has been to "benchmark" the powers of the Commission to those of another organization (e.g., the High Court) with robust information gathering powers.

If there is no suitable entity in the TDC in question against which a TRB information gathering powers can be benchmarked, or there is such an entity but its information gathering powers are deficient in some important respect, then specific information gathering powers will need to be written into the TDC's telecommunications law.

*Sanctions*

As with information gathering powers, the sanctions which a TDC will make available to its TRB will depend very much on the institutional and legal framework of the TDC in question. As with information gathering powers, they need to be robust, but not draconian.

There is a strong tendency in many TDCs to stipulate sanctions in their telecommunications legislation which are perceived by investors as being draconian, for example:

- seizure, without compensation, of the network and equipment of a licensee in breach of its license
- imprisonment of officers of telecommunications companies found to be in breach of license conditions.

The FTL is also based on the assumption that the TRB should have at its disposal, not only robust sanctions, but also a variety (or armory) of sanctions which can be applied in a graduated way depending upon the seriousness and frequency of the license breach.

This armory could comprise, in particular, the power to:

- issue interim and final injunctions
- fine licensees
- award damages to third parties adversely affected by a licensee's breach of
Investors in TDCs welcome prospective guidance as to the financial consequences they risk if they breach their licenses. Accordingly, Article 13.2 imposes an obligation on the Commission to specify by decree the circumstances in which fines and damages will be calculated and the rules it will apply in calculating the level of fines imposed and damages awarded.

Consistency with other regulators' enforcement powers

Generally, a TDC will need to ensure that the enforcement powers it confers on its TRB are consistent with those of other regulators, particularly the Competition Regulator. This will be particularly important where, for example, the TRB enjoys concurrent power with the Competition Regulator, to control anti-competitive conduct in the telecommunications sector.

**PART IV - LICENSING REGIME**

**Article 14 Types of license**

14.1 Telecommunications Services are provided in the national territory subject to Individual Licenses (subject to Articles 15 (i) and 22), Class Licenses (subject to Articles 15.1(ii), 17 and 22), or unless specifically covered by an Individual License or a Class License, may be freely provided without a license.

14.2 Licenses for Operators or Services Providers of same-Telecommunications Networks or same-Telecommunications Services shall not unfairly discriminate between or among such Operators or Service Providers.

14.3 Issuing telecommunications licenses shall be carried out pursuant to the provisions of this law on a fair, objective and transparent basis.

14.4 Unless otherwise provided by the Minister pursuant to the terms of this law, or where scarce resources or technical reasons would otherwise prohibit it, no restriction on the number of Operators for a Telecommunications Service shall be made.

**Comments on Article 14**

Article 14 generally sets forth the licensing regime. It is also drafted to address a competitive environment in which, with the exception of voice telephony services and frequency-based services, there will be no limitation on the number of new entrants.

Article 14 is designed to establish a simple and pro-competitive licensing regime comprising:

- individual licenses for public telecommunications networks and public voice telephony services
- class licenses for all other networks and telecommunications services
- exemptions for certain networks and services (e.g., private networks, internal government or military networks).
Article 15  Licensing requirements

15.1 Without prejudice to any requirement for a Broadcasting License, no person may operate:

(i) a Public Telecommunications Network or provide Public Voice Telephony Services without an Individual License;

(ii) any other type of Telecommunications Network or provide any other type of Telecommunications Service unless that Telecommunications Network or Telecommunications Service is exempted by the Minister under Article 15.2 or subject to a Class License issued by the Commission.

15.2 The Minister shall specify by decree which Telecommunications Services are from time to time exempt from the requirement to have a license and which are subject to Class Licenses.

15.3 All other services may be provided without a license.

Comments on Article 15

Streamlined licensing regime

The tendency in many TDCs is to create complex licensing regimes which can confuse potential investors, create unnecessary bureaucracy, tie up scarce regulatory resources and delay the issuance of licenses.

Impact of liberalization program

The design of the licensing provisions in a TDC's telecommunications law will depend to some extent on the specific liberalization program envisaged by the TDC. Article 15 assumes, for the sake of argument, that public telecommunications infrastructure and public voice telephony (fixed and mobile) will not in the near term be fully open for competition and will therefore need to be individually licensed, whereas all other networks and services will be open to full competition and therefore should be subject to automatic authorization under class licenses.

If instead, however, a TDC decides to delay full liberalization of other networks or services, for example basic data services, then these services would also need to be made subject to an individual licensing requirement.

In this context, one legal mechanism which can be used in order to take account of the fact that networks and services which are initially subject to limited competition (and therefore individually licensed) will eventually become fully liberalized (and therefore susceptible to a much lighter class licensing regime) is to confer a power on the Minister at any time by decree to disapply the requirement for individual licenses once the networks and services subject to limited competition become subject to full competition.

Different methods of authorizing telecommunications activities

The regime in Article 15 is based on the grant of exemptions and two types of license – individual and class. A number of other approaches to authorizing telecommunications activities are used in TDCs including:

- concessions (often used, for example, in BTO, BOT type arrangements)
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- cahiers des charges, accompanying licenses under the French system
- special arrangements for the incumbent operator (e.g., contract with the State)
- declarations, registrations (and other "light" authorization techniques which will often be a substitute for class licenses).

Investors in a TDC will be concerned to know precisely what the legal status is of the particular type of authorization on offer, for example, whether it is:

- an administrative law document such as a license, with the investor having a right of judicial review against the State
- a contractual document such as a concession, with the investor and the State entitled to contractual remedies against each other.

Equivalent licensing status as between incumbent operator and new entrants

Investors in a new entrant will be concerned at any differences in the way the incumbent operator is authorized as compared with new entrants. Many TDCs provide in their telecommunications laws for the incumbent to operate under an authorization which has a different legal status from, say, the license under which new entrants are authorized.

For example, a TDC's telecommunications law may provide for all of some of the incumbent's rights and obligations to be set out in a special pluri-annual contract with the State with a different legal status to that applicable to new entrants. This contract with the State might, for example, have entirely different modification rules to the new entrants' licenses.

In general, therefore, a TDC wishing to reassure new entrants will have much to gain from ensuring that its telecommunications law provides for the authorizations of the incumbent and of new entrants to have the same legal status. This is the approach taken in Article 15 of the FTL which admits of no distinction between the way that the incumbent and new entrants are authorized (both via individual licenses).

One-stop-shop for multiple licenses

Article 15.1 makes it clear that the telecommunications licensing requirements are without prejudice to any additional licensing requirements there may be under the TDC's radio or broadcasting legislation. As noted at page 7 above, one provision which TDCs may wish to introduce into their telecommunications law is a "one-stop-shop" mechanism ensuring that an investor requiring, say, a telecommunications license, and a broadcasting license in order to set up in business can look to just one of the regulators to handle and coordinate the application process for all three licenses and to ensure that all three licenses are mutually consistent.
Article 16 Licensing process

16.1 Without prejudice to Article 32, the Minister shall only issue Individual Licenses following the completion of a fair, objective and transparent, competitive bidding process designed and run by the Commission pursuant to Article 16.2.

16.2 Tender requirements for Individual Licenses.

(i) the Commission will draw up and submit to the Minister for agreement qualification criteria. Such agreement shall be made within of 30 days of submission by the Commission or, if Ministry fails to agree within such time, will result in the qualification criteria for the Individual License to be deemed to be accepted by the Ministry. Such criteria will be published by the Commission in a journal of general circulation.

(ii) the Commission will prepare a tender document.

(ii) the Commission will be responsible for forming an evaluation committee to review and evaluate the responses to tenders and will cause such committee to submit its recommendation on a successful bidder of the tender to the Minister for approval.

(iii) such tender document shall include a draft license which shall be prepared by Commission; and

(iv) the Commission shall determine and publish such other procedures and documents as are necessary for the conclusion of the tender consistent with the principles of fairness, openness and transparency.

16.3 Special rules for each service subject to a Class License.

(i) the Commission shall draw up a list of criteria which each applicant for a Class License shall be required to meet in order to obtain such a Class License;

(ii) the Commission shall draw up a form of license for each such Telecommunications Service subject to Class License; and

(iii) the Commission shall evaluate applications for Class Licenses, and upon satisfaction that applicants meet the minimum requirements applicable to each such Telecommunications Service shall award a Class License for the provision of such Telecommunications Service and such service shall be provided on the basis of such license.

Comments on Article 16

In many TDCs, important licenses are awarded on a non-transparent, bilateral basis, often for much lower license fees than they would have commanded in an open, transparent process. In many cases, the service obligations imposed in licenses awarded on such a non-transparent basis are much less onerous than if the license award process had been transparent.
Article 16 is designed to ensure that "important" licenses are awarded according to a transparent process, bolstered by checks and balances between the Commission and the Minister, with responsibility for designing and running the process allocated to the Commission and responsibility for finally selecting the winning applicant, issuing the license and determining the license conditions (except for license fees) allocated to the Minister.

The licensing process set forth in Article 16 is one of the key areas in which the independence of regulatory function is to be exercised. As explained in the comments to Articles 5 and 12, the licensing processes described in Article 16 are essential to ensure the independence of the Commission.

The level of detail provided in the tendering process will vary from country to country, but it is advised that some minimum description of the ability and power of the Commission in respect of preparing, launching and evaluating tenders be set forth in the telecommunications law, understanding that secondary legislation may be more appropriate for setting forth the detail in certain jurisdictions.

The FTL avoids providing for auctions as a way of licensing frequency based services.

Article 17 License conditions

17.1 A license issued under this Law may be subject to such conditions as the Minister in the case of Individual Licenses, and the Commission in the case of Class Licenses, considers necessary in light of the objectives specified in Article 4.

17.2 Without limiting the power conferred on the Minister and the Commission under Article 17.1, each Individual License, Class License shall contain at a minimum, conditions relating to all or any of the following:

(i) the Networks and Services which the licensee is and is not entitled to operate and provide and the Networks to which the licensee's Network can and cannot be connected;

(ii) duration;

(iii) the build out of the licensee's Network and geographical and subscriber targets for the provision of the licensee's Services;

(iv) use of frequency;

(v) the provision of services to rural or sparsely populated areas or other specified areas in which it would otherwise be uneconomical to provide service;

(vi) the provision of services to the blind, deaf, physically and medically handicapped and other disadvantaged individuals;

(vii) the contribution towards the provision of universal service;

(viii) the payment of license fees (initial and renewal) to the Commission, calculated as a proportion of the annual turnover of the licensee, or otherwise;
(ix) the interconnection of the licensee’s Network with that of other Operators or Service Providers;
(x) infrastructure sharing obligations;
(xi) the control of anti-competitive conduct on the part of the licensee;
(xii) the provision to the Commission of any documents and information required by the Commission in the performance of its functions under this Law;
(xiii) the publication by the licensee of its charges and other terms and conditions of doing business;
(xiv) the provision by the licensee of directory information and directory inquiry services;
(xv) the quality of the services provided by the licensee;
(xvi) the control of all or some of the licensee’s prices;
(xvii) the technical standards to be met by the licensee’s Telecommunications Network or Telecommunications Service;
(xviii) the allocation to and use by the licensee of numbers;
(xix) controls on the transfer of licenses or change of controls in the shareholders in the licensee;
(x) prescriptions regarding national defense and public security;
(xxi) restriction on all or certain license conditions being modified for all or part of the license term;
(xxii) the renewal of the license;
(xxiii) the transfer of the license.

Comments on Article 17

Article 17 lists the type of issues which can be included in individual and class licenses. With respect to the exclusivity granted to any operator, the corresponding provision establishing exclusive rights in the law could contain a "use it or lose it" clause which would also be included in the actual terms of the license. This clause would provide that as long as the licensee provided the service in the area and at the quality level provided in the license, it would enjoy the exclusivity. However, where those terms might be breached, the licensee would also lose its exclusive rights. Such provisions exist in the telecommunications law of Mauritania and in the main licenses in Uganda, for example.

Article 18 Modification of licenses

18.1 The Commission shall, at the request of a licensee, if it considers it in the public interest to do so, modify any condition of a license.
Subject to any provisions in licenses preventing modification of all or some license conditions for all or part of the term of the license, the Commission may unilaterally modify the conditions of an Individual License or Class License provided that the Commission shall have:

(i) obtained the agreement of the Competition Regulator that the proposed modification would be in the public interest;

(ii) given the licensees and interested third parties reasonable notice of the proposed modification, detailed reasons as to why the proposed modification would be in the public interest and the opportunity to comment; such notice being given directly to the licensee(s) in question and published in a journal of general circulation and also providing the licensee(s) in question an opportunity to respond to the request for modification within a certain period of time; and

(iii) providing the licensee(s) in question the opportunity to appeal the decision of the Commission/Tribunal.

Comments on Article 18

Investor sensitivities

As noted in §11.B above, investors in TDCs are highly sensitive to the regulatory risk of unilateral license modification (i.e. where the TRB and the licensee disagree that the license should be modified or how it should be modified). It is also one area where, typically, investors will find least reassurance provided for in TDC telecommunications legislation.

In the telecoms legislation of many TDCs, the Minister will have the discretion unilaterally to modify a license if he considers it to be in the "public interest", subject to some minor procedural controls on giving notice and inviting comments from the licensee.

And yet, in a sector as dynamic as the telecommunications sector, it is important for the TRB, in certain circumstances, to be able to modify licenses (e.g., the x value in an inflation minus x price control) without the consent of the licensee so as to take account of significant changes in market conditions which may occur during, say, the 20 year term of a license and which may not have been foreseeable at the time the license was granted.

Solutions

One way for a TDC to allay investor concerns in this respect is to provide the possibility in the telecommunications law for licenses to be issued with certain conditions being protected from unilateral modification (or "frozen") for an initial period of, say, 5 years, of the license.

Another solution is to provide in the telecommunications law that, in order for a license to be unilaterally modified on, say, "public interest" grounds, both the Commission and an independent body such as the Competition Regulator (or a Telecoms Tribunal - see, §11. H, above) must reach the decision that it is in the "public interest" for the license to be modified.

For purposes of certainty and transparency, a limitation could be placed in Article 18 on the discretion of the Commission to request modifications. Such a limitation could include events of force majeure (such as war, civil strife, unrest,
natural disaster, etc.) or for reasons of public policy. By limiting the occasions in which the Commission could modify a license, Operators will have some more certainty about their rights of appeal in the event they are aggrieved by a license modification decision.

Link with the detail in the primary telecommunications legislation

In general, the easier unilateral license modification is in a particular TDC, the more investors will push to have detail concerning their rights and obligations built into the primary telecommunications law on the basis that the primary telecommunications law will be more difficult to modify than the license.

The FTL has been prepared so as to include robust protection for investors against unilateral license modification and therefore leave much of the detail to be dealt with in the licenses which can then be tailored to the specific circumstances of the licensee in question.

**Article 19  Duration and renewal**

19.1 The duration of each license shall be as stated in the license.

19.2 Licenses shall, at the request of the licensee, be automatically renewed on the same terms unless the licensee is in serious breach of one or more license conditions as at the date of expiry of the license.

19.3 The Commission shall notify the licensee [x] months prior to expiry of the license whether the Commission regards the licensee as being in breach of license.

**Comments on Article 19**

**Duration**

Many TDCs stipulate in their telecommunications legislation a specific fixed term for licenses. The approach taken in the FTL, however, is to leave this to be decided on a case by case basis since the duration of each license will depend on the time which the licensee will need to amortize its investment.

**Renewal**

The legislation of many TDCs provides for license renewal to be at the discretion of the Minister or TRB, often with no indication of the criteria to be used by the Minister or TRB in reaching a decision as to whether or not to renew. This can cause serious investor concern and a reluctance to invest towards the end of the license term for fear that it will not be renewed.

The approach taken in the FTL, therefore, is to provide for renewal to be automatic, at the option of the licensee, provided that the licensee is not in serious breach of a license condition as at the time of renewal.

Automatic renewal also provides investors with an incentive to make maximum effort to fulfill its obligations under the license and provides a useful "carrot" to complement the "sticks" set out in Article 12.

**Article 20  Revocation of licenses**

The Minister may, following a recommendation from the Commission, revoke a license if all of the following conditions are satisfied:
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(i) the licensee has repeatedly or seriously breached one or more of the license conditions;
(ii) the imposition of fines and/or damages under Article 13 would not be sufficient in the circumstances;
(iii) the Commission has provided the licensee with a reasonable opportunity to make representations concerning the proposed revocation; and
(iv) the Commission has provided the licensee with a reasonable opportunity to cure the breach and the licensee has failed to do so.

Comments on Article 20

Investor concerns
As with unilateral modification, license revocation is an area of great sensitivity for investors. It is also one area where, typically, investors will find very little reassurance in TDC telecommunications legislation which, for example, may provide for revocation:

- on the basis of very vague events (e.g., “disturbance to the telecommunications sector”)
- for any breach of license conditions irrespective of whether or not the breach is serious
- for breach not just of license conditions but also of provisions in decrees or other secondary legislation issued by the Minister from time to time
- without providing any, or any reasonable, cure period
- as a “nuclear” sanction without taking into account the appropriateness of using other enforcement mechanisms (e.g., fines, injunctions).

Article 20 is designed to address these concerns.

Partial revocation mechanisms
A trend among TDCs is to incorporate what might be called “partial revocation” mechanisms in their telecommunications legislation. These “partial revocation” mechanisms can take a number of forms including:

- “suspension”, whereby a license is suspended for a certain period of time during which the licensee is not entitled to operate the network or provide the services
- “use it or lose it”, whereby the scope of the licensee’s authority is reduced whether in terms of duration, geographical scope or services which the licensee is entitled to provide.

The telecommunications legislation of a number of TDCs provides for both “suspension” and “revocation” as sanctions, but without indicating in what circumstances each will be used (e.g., whether suspension is an intermediate sanction which will be imposed prior to revocation). It is also generally not clear what the practical effects of “suspension” will be. In practice, if a major license has its license “suspended” for even a comparatively short time so that it is unable to provide service, it may well be put it out of business.

The “use it or lose it” mechanism is used in some TDCs, in parallel with full revocation, to target breaches of particular license conditions (e.g., failure to provide service in particular geographic areas). It can be a useful means of

---

See, Article 19 and related commentary above, and see footnote 17, supra, and accompanying commentary.
ensuring universal service and speeding up liberalization. For example, if the incumbent operator fails to provide service in a particular region, it may lose the exclusive right to provide service in that region opening up the possibility of another operator being licensed to serve that region.

PART V – UNIVERSAL SERVICE

Article 21 Universal service

21.1 Telecommunications Services shall be provided to any person so requesting at a reasonable price and at a good quality including emergency numbers and directory information. This universal service will be provided by operator(s) in accordance with the terms of its license.

21.2 The cost attributable to the provision of universal service shall be paid from a universal service fund ("Fund").

21.3 The Commission shall be responsible for administering the Fund.

21.4 All Operators and Service Providers who hold either an Individual License or a Class License, shall contribute to the Fund in accordance with the conditions of their license.

21.5 The Commission shall ensure both the obligation to provide universal service as reflected in the license of the operator so charged to provide such service as well as the collection of such sums from Operators and Service Providers who, according to the terms of their licenses, are required to contribute to the Fund.

21.6 The Fund shall be operated out of a separate account from the operational accounts of the Commission. The accounts for the Fund shall be subject to an annual audit.

Comment to Article 21

Policy Considerations

The definition of universal service will vary from country to country. It does not necessarily mean that every person, regardless of their location will have a telephone. Rather, it means that everyone will have reasonable access to telephony service. This may mean that the provision of telephony service in areas which would in other circumstances be uneconomical. While the general theory behind the FTL is to avoid cross-subsidies, in the case of universal service there is an overriding state concern that every person have some reasonable access to telephony services and, in a sense, every operator of a public voice telephony service is “subsidizing” the realization of the universal access policy objective of the TDC.

Institutional Options

Some countries choose to obligate each license holder with a portion of the universal service build-out obligation. While other countries prefer to have one operator with the obligation and require other licensed operators to contribute to
a fund in order to offset the cost of providing or rolling out the universal service.

Enforcement

Success of the universal service model described in Article 21 depends also on the rigorous enforcement of:

(i) the license roll-out obligation of the Operator which has the USO to ensure that payments from the Fund to that Operator are made in respect of actual accomplishments, and

(ii) the obligation of other operators to contribute to the Fund. It is very important that those other operators realize that failure to contribute to the Fund could result in license revocation

Whichever model is adopted, the rules of the game should be clearly stated. The FTL has been drafted contemplating a scenario where one operator has the USO and the other licensed operators contribute to a fund managed by the TRB.

Accounting Separation

It is essential that the Fund be segregated from other monies and accounts of the Commission. This construction also requires from the Commission a certain level of accounting capacity and expertise.

Audit

Finally, the audit of the Fund is essential to ensure the transparent application of the Funds to the USO.

PART VI – FREQUENCY

Article 22 Special rules regarding frequency

22.1 The Commission shall plan, monitor, manage and allocate the use of the radio frequency spectrum in the telecommunication sector. In particular, the Commission shall devise and maintain a plan for frequency use in the telecommunication sector, in coordination with other branches of government.

22.2 The Commission shall ensure that frequency allocated to the telecommunication sector is fairly assigned among Operators and Service Providers holding licenses for frequency-based Telecommunications Services.

22.3 The Commission shall ensure the use of frequency consistent with the terms and conditions of licenses.

22.4 The Commission shall ensure that only approved equipment, including Terminal Equipment, is used in connection with frequency-based services.

Comment on Article 22

The responsibilities of the Commission in the area of frequency management are many. Telecommunications Services will use only a portion of the available frequency spectrum, leaving other spectrum for the use by the military, civil aviation, and other branches of government or governmental organizations. Coordination of frequency use in the telecommunication sector is required with
other branches of government (see, § I.D, above). The FTL has been prepared on the basis that an interministerial committee for the allocation of frequency to telecommunications, military, and other users exists in the TDC and that regulation of frequency within the telecommunication sector will be the domain of the TRB.

Also, two fundamental operational notions are assumed in the management of the telecommunication frequency spectrum. First, that frequency assigned to a type of service will be fairly assigned to operators of the same service. That means that each operator of a same-service will receive the same quantity and quality of bandwidth, enshrining the notion of non-discrimination in frequency assignment. The second notion (also as described in § I.D, above) is that an operator licensed to provide a frequency-based service will receive its authorization to use the frequency together with a license to provide the service – i.e., “one-stop-shopping”. This mechanism is essential to provide investors with some certainty in frequency-based services.

The TRB must have broad authority to ensure that licensees are properly using the frequency licensed to them. The Commission will also have to have technically trained staff that will be able to discern, in cases of alleged interference, whether it is harmful or not. In this sense, the Commission’s authority to license frequency must be stated very clearly in the telecommunications law. Otherwise confusion could proliferate where there is ambiguity between the authority of the Ministry and the Commission in respect of licensing frequency-based services. This does not mean, however, that the Ministry has no role in the assignment of frequency or in the choice of services to which frequency could be assigned. On the contrary, the choice of services to be licensed and the number of licensed operators of a given service is a fundamental policy of the Ministry provided for in Article 5 of the FTL.

PART VII – MISCELLANEOUS REGULATION

Article 23 Equipment type approval

23.1 The Commission shall

(i) approve equipment; or

(ii) promulgate criteria for certification and establish standards for approval in its regulations of equipment and Terminal Equipment for use in connection with Telecommunications Services or Telecommunications Networks and shall maintain a register of approved equipment, Terminal Equipment, certification criteria and standards.

23.2 Use of any equipment or Terminal Equipment except as authorized in this Article may be subject to the penalties provided in Article 31.

23.3 Marketing or selling equipment or Terminal Equipment is not subject to authorization except as provided in this Article.

Comment to Article 23

The purpose of Article 23 is to ensure that equipment used in the telecommunications market in the TDC is safe for use; and with respect to radio
equipment, conforms with terminal equipment specifications and does not cause harmful interference to other frequency-based services.

Because of standardization of many types of telecommunications services and equipment globally, it may be that the equipment used in connection with services deployed in the TDC is already subject to some sort of recognized standard. If that is the case, then the TRB need only adopt the already existing standards and apply it for use in the use TDC.

Because there is a state interest in the safe use of equipment, the Article is guarantee by time and breach of the obligations provided to Article 23 to the penalties provided in Article 31.

The TRB would be free to adopt its own certification processes in connection with equipment-type approval. Because of the wide variety of options in this regard, the certification process has not been dealt with in the FTL.

Article 24 Tariffs

24.1 The Commission shall publish the principles governing the regulation of tariffs charged by Operators and Service Providers and shall ensure that the tariffs charged by, or the modality of determination thereof, are set forth in the Licenses of such Operators or Service Providers.

24.2 Operators and Service Providers shall publish their tariffs.

Comment to Article 24

The degree to which matters regarding the regulation of tariffs are expressed in the FTL will depend greatly on the corresponding degree of liberalization contemplated in the TDC. In the traditional scenario, a gradual or phased-in tariff rebalancing for the formally state-owned incumbent will probably be necessary. In this situation, the TRB will play an important role in ensuring that appropriate tariff conditions are reflected in the license of the incumbent and that the incumbent is in conformity with its license conditions.

In later stages of liberalization, tariffs can be regulated through the application of a cost-based system or rate of return system, depending on the objectives of the government of the TDC. In a fully liberalized, highly competitive environment, the market mechanism would ultimately take over the role of the regulator in ensuring fair tariffs.

One difficulty in jumping directly to a cost-based tariff regime in a transitional economy is that it is likely that incumbent operator does not have adequate records to determine the cost basis on which to charge tariffs. Recognizing that it may take some time for the incumbent to reach this position, a phased-in approach is recommended.

A matter closely related to the tariff regime is the provision against cross subsidies. The closer that the tariff structure is to a cost basis, the more difficult will be for operators of diverse services to cross-subsidize their operations. In that respect, the regulator has an important role in ensuring that the tariff structure in the sector is functioning and enforced.

Because the tariff structure in the TDCs is by definition in transition, while the structure itself could be included in the body of the FTL, it is preferable to express the general principles in the law and have the actual tariff requirements
be expressed in the licenses of operators; and it is on this basis that the FTL has been prepared.

Article 25 Interconnection

25.1 All Operators of Telecommunications Service or Telecommunications Network are required to provide interconnection of their Telecommunications Network with the Telecommunications Network of any other Operator, on the terms and conditions set forth in this Article.

25.2 Interconnection shall be allowed at any technical physical point.

25.3 Interconnection agreement must be in writing and notify to the Commission who will maintain a register of such interconnection agreements which is open to inspection.

25.4 Request for interconnection must be made in writing and responded to in writing within [certain minimum time]. Request for interconnection may be refused only on reasonable grounds and must be justified in writing.

25.5 Interconnection terms offered to third parties must be no less favorable than terms offered to affiliates.

25.6 The cost of any interconnection shall be borne by the party requesting it.

25.7 The Commission shall decide on any interconnection dispute referred to it by Operators within [certain minimum time].

Comment to Article 25

Article 25 sets forth the elements of a fair interconnection regime. The TDC will need to decide as a threshold matter the level of involvement the TRB will have in the interconnection process. For example, the TRB can promulgate interconnection regulations and guidelines along the lines of the provisions of Article 25 which all Operators will need to abide by, or based on the framework of interconnection elements provided above, the TRB can review interconnection agreements between operators, exercising a great deal of discretion over the eventual bilateral agreement between the operators. Where the exercise of the discretion of the TRB falls along such a continuum when a large part dictates the responsibilities of the TRB to be reflected in the telecommunications legislation of the TDC

Consistent with the principles of the FTL of transparency, openness and non-discrimination, the interconnection agreement (including the financial component thereof) should be, if not published, publicly available, which will include the interconnection charges. Operators will find these requirements controversial. On the one hand, publication of charges means that no preferential deals can be made between operators (consistent with the
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competition law concerns of the FTL), however, it also means that should two operators, because of superior bargaining skills or other circumstances be able to strike a better deal with other operators, there will be no incentive to do so, because MFN provisions will apply – whatever is the best deal offered will have to be made available to all applicants. An alternative option could provide for the publication of the interconnection agreement without the actual charges being disclosed. This will address, for example, the manner of physical interconnection and points of interconnection. As the sector becomes fully liberalized and cost-based, market-oriented charges are capable of being determined, MFN treatment should no longer be an issue.

The principle of non-discrimination also goes to the quality of the interconnection package offered. Terms of interconnection offered to affiliates should also be made available to all operators. These processes ensure transparency. Where facilities may not be available, "virtual" interconnection should be offered.

As a policy decision, the Ministry will need to determine what type of services should be required to interconnect with others. The FTL has been prepared based on the assumption that all voice telephony services would be interconnected.

The Ministry will also need to decide what, if any, exclusivity the incumbent will have in carrying traffic of other operators, or whether all operators can directly interconnect with all other operators.

Article 26 Directory and emergency services information

26.1 Each Operator or Service Provider of a [subscriber-based] Public Voice Telephony Service is required, subject to the confidentiality provisions of Article 29 and other requirements of law, to make available a list of subscribers [to the entity charged with the publication of annual directories] in such manner consistent with the provisions of this law and as the Commission may from time to time provide in regulations.

26.2 Each Operator or Service Provider of Public Voice Telephony Service shall make available to its subscribers and users emergency number information.

26.3 Each Operator of a [subscriber-based] Public Voice Telephony Service shall make available a directory assistance service.

Comment to Article 26

A threshold policy consideration must be taken in respect of whether the right and obligation to publish the annual directory will be open to competition or be the exclusive right of one of the operators. One response is to leave this responsibility with the incumbent, at least during an initial phase, and has been construed in some TDCs as part of the USO. Similarly, emergency information access numbers have been considered as part of the USO. The publication of the annual directory can be a licensed service.
The key concern for publication of the annual directory, including making available subscriber information, is that rights to individual privacy are respected and that if subscribers, for example, do not wish for their numbers to be disclosed, adequate provision will need to be made for that.

The FTL has been prepared on the basis that one operator has been chosen to publish the annual directory but that all subscriber-based services provide emergency information. The requirement has been restricted to subscriber-based services because, for example, pay phones will not be required to submit subscriber lists but would be required to provide emergency information services. Also, in a fully liberalized environment, where subscribers would not have to have their calls carried over the PSTN, they should be able to contact their own service providers for emergency information numbers.

Number portability, discussed in greater detail in Article 27, following, is important in connection with the publication of subscriber information.

### Article 27  Numbering plan

27.1 The Commission shall establish and manage a plan for the allocation of numbers among Operators and Service Providers in a fair, objective and transparent manner.

27.2 In preparing the national numbering plan, the Commission shall pay due regard to existing allocation of numbers.

### Comment to Article 27

Numbers, like frequency, are a resource that need to be allocated fairly among operators. New entrants should be able to obtain number blocs for subscribers which are rational. Indeed, in some markets, operators use their numbers as a marketing tool.

More importantly, in a truly liberalized telecommunications market number portability will be provided. This means, in over-simplified terms, that once a number is assigned to a subscriber, regardless which operator that subscriber subscribes to, the subscriber has the option to "carry" its number with him/her regardless of the operator to which is a subscriber.

As with other regulatory matters, the key to success of the national numbering plan maintained by the TRB is its publication. The numbering plan will also provide for allocation of numbers for emergency services, and for the dissemination of information to the general public concerning access to emergency numbers.

This is also an area where regional initiatives are already a reality.39

---

39 The North American numbering plan is a long standing fixture. The East-African numbering plan comprising Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda is another initiative, as is numbering reform in the EU.
Article 28  Property Rights

28.1 Infrastructure sharing

(i) All Operators and Service Providers of a Telecommunications Service or Telecommunications Network are required to share their Telecommunications Network infrastructure with the Telecommunications Network of any other Operator, on the terms and conditions set forth in this Article.

(ii) Infrastructure shall be shared at any technical physical point.

(iii) Infrastructure sharing agreements must be in writing and be notified to the Commission, which will maintain a register of such infrastructure sharing agreements which is open to inspection.

(iv) Request for sharing infrastructure must be made in writing and responded to in writing within [certain minimum time]. Request for sharing infrastructure may be refused only on reasonable grounds and must be justified in writing.

(v) The cost of any infrastructure sharing shall be borne by the party requesting it.

(vi) The Commission shall decide on any infrastructure sharing disputes referred to it by Operators within [certain minimum time].

28.2 Rights of way

(i) Operators and Service Providers so authorized in their licenses shall have right of way on public road and ways on the surface, in the air and underground for the installation of necessary infrastructure.

(ii) The Commission shall ensure that use of right of way is not incompatible with the underlying real property and that the installation of such right of way does not cause harmful interference to other operator’s infrastructure.

(iii) Notification shall be given in writing by any such Operator and Service Provider to the owner of the property before entering on such property by such Operator or Service Provider within [certain time] and the owner of such real property shall respond to such request for entry within [certain time].

(iv) The Commission shall hear disputes and make decisions regarding the entry on to property and compensation therefor.

Comment to Article 28

Section I.G. contains discussion of the importance in a telecommunications legislation of real property rights. Primarily, these rights refer to ownership of land on which telecommunications installations will be made. Equally important, especially from a competition law stand-point, in order to “level the playing field”
between the incumbent and new operators providing competitive services, those new operators should be provided with the ability either to share existing infrastructure of the incumbent or to condemn property in order to make their installations. The preference will obviously be for infrastructure sharing to the extent possible.

In that regard, the elements of infrastructure sharing are nearly identical to the elements of interconnection.

As a policy threshold, the government of the TDC will need to make some determination about which type of operators will have property condemnation rights.

The Ministry will need to make a threshold policy decision on the number of entitled operators who will have right to enter property as well as the rights of the property owners for compensation in case of modification or destruction of property as well for determining a mechanism for the resolution of dispute regarding entering on private property for purposes of installing telecommunications infrastructure.

Also, the degree to which environmental protection matters are built in to the telecommunications legislation will vary from country to country.

The use of real property will also need to be coordinated with other services and facilities, for example, civil aviation, which may have high restriction on towers for radio communications facilities. While it is not necessarily to recite these provisions in the FTL, drafters of telecommunications legislation should bear in mind the requirements of other legislation.

Article 29 Confidentiality

29.1 Accepted as otherwise provided by law, all transmissions over a Telecommunications Network or Telecommunications Service shall be confidential and shall not be disclosed by the Operator and Service Provider of such service or network.

29.2 All personal information relating to subscribers shall be confidential and shall not be disclosed by Operators and Service Providers of Telecommunications Services to which such persons subscribe, except as provided under this law or otherwise by law.

29.3 Breach of any of the foregoing obligations may be subject to penalties as provided in Article 31.

Comment to Article 29

Maintaining the confidentiality of telecommunications transmissions and official information related to subscribers using telecommunications services is key to the increased use of telecommunications services in a liberalized environment. This, however, needs to be balanced against the legitimate interest of the state in pursuing its police powers and the interest of subscribers and operators in providing “personal” information in the context of annual directories. With respect

\[\text{The SA Law has quite detailed provisions, for example, regarding the use and removal of underground pipes, fences and provisions regarding “interference” caused by trees (see, SA Law, Articles 71-75, for example), as does the Uganda Communications Act, 1997 (see, e.g., articles 44-48).}\]
to police powers, the government of each TDC will need to determine the level of interception of transmissions that it will require; and that level of interception should be clearly stated or referred to in the telecommunications legislation. The rights and obligations of operators to cooperate with state authorities in intercepting calls should be clearly set forth in the license of the operator, as should the terms and conditions under which a subscriber can request that his/her personal information not be disclosed for purposes of publication in the annual directory or otherwise.

The question of interception by the state on telecommunications transmissions over networks operated by private parties using digital technology is increasingly a sensitive one. Where formerly state-owned enterprises are using such encryption technology, they should already have access to the encryption algorithm to enable them to intercept calls. In transitional markets, as the state reduces its direct interest in operating telecommunications services, it may not have not access to such algorithms and may require such access in order to intercept calls.

PART VIII – INVESTIGATION AND OFFENCES

Article 30    Investigation of complaints & dispute resolution

30.1 The Commission shall have the authority to:

(i) investigate at its own initiative any matter arising under its competence as provided for in this law; and

(ii) investigate complaints brought to its attention.

30.2 The Commission may appoint inspectors to carry out any of the investigations referred to in Article 30.1, above, and shall promulgate procedures required for the certification of such inspectors and the investigative powers of any such inspectors.

30.3 Any report of any investigation carried out under this Article shall be made in writing.

30.4 The Commission shall establish a tribunal ("Tribunal") for purposes of adjudicating disputes arising under this law.

30.5 The Commission shall establish a separate account for the funds required by the Tribunal, if any, for the carrying out of its business.

30.6 The Commission shall issue regulations provided for the process and procedures of the Tribunal.

30.7 The decision of the Tribunal may be appealed to the court of competent jurisdiction.
Comment to Article 30

Article 30 provides two important powers for the TRB. First, is the power and authority to make investigations – both on its own initiative and in response to complaints submitted to it. The second is for the provision to the dispute resolution mechanism. Here, a threshold policy issue must be decided by the government of TDC in respect of establishing an tribunal within the TRB or to make the TRB the investigator and dispute resolving entity itself. Finally, the policy could be not to confer any dispute resolution powers in the TRB, but to leave such to the ordinary courts.

Because certain of the disputes will inevitably be of a highly technical nature, such as interconnection and frequency use, there is an argument that they should be resolved by persons technically competent to understand the issues, rather than going directly to courts which either will not have the technical expertise to adequately decide the issues or which for other reasons the parties do not have confidence in to render a fair judgment. In any event, as a way to provide a check and balance on the decision-making authority of the TRB, any decision rendered by it should be appealable to the ordinary courts. The appeal to the court, like other appellate procedures, should be limited to an examination by the court of the procedural merits of the decision, rather than the underlying substantive matters.

If a dispute resolution mechanism is built into telecommunications legislation, there should be clear procedures for submitting complaints and certain time periods both for the submission by the parties and for rendering a decision by the TRB or its tribunal. These time periods should be commercially reasonable, and should not be able to be used by the parties to thwart the purpose and objectives of the telecommunications legislation. For example, without clear time requirements, an interconnection dispute submitted to the TRB could be dragged on for a period of time rendering the competitive advantage to be provided by fair interconnection moot.

As noted in § II.H, above, the exact form of the tribunal will depend in great part on the legal system of the TDC.

The right of appeal is an essential component of the dispute resolution process and authority given to the TRB. It is important, however, to identify with as much specificity as possible, which is the court having jurisdiction over matters appealed from the TRB because it is conceivable that in some legal systems, more than one court may have jurisdiction over the matter. Because the purpose and intention of the dispute resolution process is to provide speed and certainty for the resolution of disputes, it would defeat the purpose if the matter is delayed due to a procedural/jurisdictional dispute on appeal.

Article 31 Offenses

The following shall be considered offenses of this law and shall be punishable by fine, imprisonment, or both, as indicated.

(i) Failure to comply with telecommunications law [level of fine/imprisonment]

(ii) Breach of license [level of fine/imprisonment]
(iii) Unauthorized provision of Telecommunications Service [level of fine/imprisonment]
(iv) Knowing use of an unauthorized Telecommunications Service
(v) Unauthorized use of spectrum [level of fine/imprisonment]
(vi) Improper use telecommunications system [level of fine/imprisonment]
(vii) Intentionally causing [harmful] interference with a Telecommunications Service or Telecommunications Network [level of fine/imprisonment]
(viii) Connecting unapproved Terminal Equipment to a Telecommunications Network or using unapproved equipment in connection with a Telecommunications Services [level of fine/imprisonment]
(ix) Unauthorized interception of a communication over a Telecommunications Network [level of fine/imprisonment]
(x) Unauthorized disclosure of personal information of or relating to subscribers of a Telecommunications Service [level of fine/imprisonment]
(xi) Failure to comply with any order of the Commission or Tribunal [level of fine/imprisonment]

Comment to Article 31

Article 31 gives real teeth to many of the provisions of the FTL.
The level and amount of any penalties (civil or criminal) should be in line with penalties generally applicable in the TDC.
While the focus is generally on the behavior of operators and service providers in the sector also targets offences by users, for example making illegal the knowing use of an unauthorized service. Making such user behavior illegal takes away the incentive to offer an unauthorized telecommunications service.

PART IX FINAL AND TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS

Article 32 Entry into force, consequential repeal and amendments and transitional measures

32.1 This law shall come into force on [date].

32.2 The following TDC legislation shall be repealed or amended as at the date of entry into force of this law.

32.3 The Minister shall, within one year of the date of entry into force of this Law, issue new licenses consistent with this Law to Operators and Service Providers who, as at the date of entry into force of this Law, already hold licenses or other forms of authorizations.
Comments on Article 32

Article 32.3 requires the Commission to provide replacement licenses to holders of pre-existing licenses or other authorizations as at the date of entry into force of the FTL.

In this context, many TDCs draw a distinction between:

- Fixed term pre-existing licenses which continue under the same terms until they expire
- Indefinite term licenses which have to be replaced within a certain time (e.g., one year) of entry into force of the telecommunications law.

To permit pre-existing fixed term licenses to continue until they expire may not be advisable, however, where the incumbent operator enjoys a long fixed term authorization since the terms of its pre-existing license may not be appropriate for a liberalized environment and may not be attractive to potential strategic investors.
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